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ABSTRACT
To achieve effective interaction between a human and a computing device or
machine, adequate feedback from the computing device or machine is required.
Traditionally, this feedback is delivered via visual displays and/or generated
sounds. However, more recently, haptic feedback is increasingly being utilised
to improve the interactivity of the Human Computer Interface (HCI).

Most existing haptic feedback enhancements aim at producing forces or
vibrations to enrich the user’s interactive experience. This can make it possible
to interpret or interact more effectively with a device and/or a remote or virtual
environment. However, these force and/or vibration actuated haptic feedback
systems can be bulky and uncomfortable to wear and only capable of
delivering a limited amount of information to the user which can limit both
their effectiveness and the applications they can be applied to.

To address this deficiency, this thesis explores the use of electrotactile
feedback for HCI applications. This involves delivering haptic sensations to the
user by electrically stimulating nerves in the skin via electrodes placed on the
surface of the skin. The main benefits of electrotactile feedback is that it has no
mechanical or moving parts, requires no-invasive surgery and can deliver
haptic information to the user via a wide variety of sensations that are not
available with existing vibrotactile or force feedback systems.
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To assess the effectiveness and explore possible applications of electrotactile
feedback, a computer controlled electrotactile feedback system was devised
and applied to a number of existing and novel applications including:
•

Teleoperated mobile robot control system interfaced with hand gesture
control and electrotactile feedback.

•

Robot arm teleoperation system with hand gesture control and
electrotactile feedback.

•

Haptic electrotactile feedback system for a prosthetic hand.

•

Electrotactile feedback system for substitute perception of textures.

•

Virtual reality game with electrotactile feedback from virtual objects.

•

Touch typing tutor system with hand/finger tracking and electrotactile
feedback for enhancing the learning of correct finger-key associations.

The experimental results from tests performed with the above applications
demonstrate both the versatility and potential of electrotactile feedback at
enhancing the HCI of various applications. Although electrotactile feedback
cannot replicate all the tactile sensations capable of being felt by human skin, it
can provide a reasonable substitute for many haptic sensations like pressure,
impact, force, pain, texture, etc. The results show that electrotactile feedback
can be used to enhance the feeling of being immersed in a virtual environment,
give the operator of a remotely controlled robot better control and awareness of
the robot’s environment, provide substitute tactile sensing from a prosthetic
hand and facilitate the learning of certain hand skills like touch typing.

Keywords – electrotactile feedback; haptic feedback; HCI; substitute
perception; electro-neural stimulation.
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1
INTRODUCTION
New and innovative Human Computer Interaction (HCI) technologies have
recently attracted increased interest. This is mainly due to the proliferation of
various interactive computing devices and applications including gaming,
virtual reality, augmented reality, teleoperation, telepresence, sports and skill
training systems, etc. (see [1] [2], [3]). To be effective, HCI requires the input
device to be intuitive and user friendly and the output device to provide
appropriate information or feedback to the user, as shown in Figure 1.1.
Normally, the user input is delivered to the computer via a keyboard and
mouse and information or feedback is received via a visual display and
generated sounds. Recently, gesture based input devices that involve tracking
the body, hands or finger movements, have been gaining attention over the
conventional keyboard and mouse for certain interactive applications [4].
Similarly, 3D stereo head mounted displays and haptic feedback devices
involving vibrating actuators or electro-mechanical forces have been developed
to improve the interactivity of many applications (e.g. [5-8]).
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Figure 1.1 HCI block diagram

Adding 3D stereo perception and haptic feedback to the interface can help the
user to gain a sense of being immersed in a remote or virtual environment and
result to improved interactivity [9, 10]. Most haptic feedback systems aim at
enriching the user’s sense of touch making it possible to interpret or interact
with the application, or a remote or virtual environment, more effectively.

Most haptic feedback systems are aimed at replicating certain natural tactile
sensations and consist of force and/or vibrating electro-mechanical actuators
coupled to the user with mechanical linkages or bulky garments. These systems
are often difficult to setup and bulky to wear and can compromise the user’s
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movements and comfort. Furthermore, electro-mechanical haptic feedback
systems are often custom built and configured for specific applications which
can make it difficult to use the same haptic feedback system for different
applications [11].

Electrotactile feedback involves producing haptic sensations by electrically
stimulating nerves in the skin via electrodes placed on the surface of the skin.
They were initially developed for providing substitute visual perception to the
blind [12]. Recently, electrotactile feedback has become recognised by some
researchers as being simpler and more versatile than electro-mechanical
feedback systems. The main benefits of electrotactile feedback is that it is
inexpensive, it has no mechanical or moving parts and it can deliver a wide
variety of sensations to the user by simply varying the electrical signal
delivered to the electrodes [12, 13].
To explore the potential of electrotactile feedback, this thesis examines the use
of hand gesture based input devices (such as Leap Motion or P5 data glove [4])
combined with electrotactile feedback for achieving more effective control and
improved interaction of various computer controlled machines and
applications. This generally involves using hand and/or finger movements to
operate a remotely located machine, or an agent in Virtual Reality (VR), while
receiving haptic sensations from the electrotactile feedback system. The
electrotactile stimulus is usually derived from real or virtual sensors mounted
on a remote machine, or a VR environment. When used in conjunction with a
3D head mounted display, electrotactile feedback can help the user to feel more
immersed within the remote or virtual environment and achieve more
dexterous control of the machine or virtual agent.
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This thesis is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 provides a background review of existing haptic HCI systems
including a brief discussion of their advantages and limitations. This is
followed with a description of the sensory receptors within the skin for sensing
tactile stimulus and electric currents. The options available for stimulating
sensory receptors with electrical current and electrodes are also explained
including recent developments and uses of electrotactile feedback. Chapter 2
concludes with a description of the electrotactile feedback system developed
for conducting the experiments documented in this thesis.

Chapter 3 describes a teleoperation system with electrotactile feedback that
was developed for controlling a remote robotic arm and mobile robot. Here,
control input is obtained from hand gestures, and feedback is received via
electrotactile feedback and a 3D stereo head mounted display. The main
objective is to improve control and interaction with the robot by allowing the
user to feel partially immersed (or embodied) within the robot.

Chapter 4 presents a VR system that was developed to determine the
effectiveness of using electrotactile feedback in conjunction with hand tracking
for improving VR interactivity and immersion within the VR environment. The
main purpose of these experiments was to enable the user to experience the
sense of touch within the VR environment via electrotactile feedback.

Chapter 5 describes electrotactile feedback experiments that were aimed at
providing the user with substitute tactile perception of surface textures. Here,
the signal from a roughness sensor (stylus) mounted inside an artificial finger
was processed and delivered to the user’s hand via the electrotactile feedback.
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The results show that electrotactile feedback can provide a viable form of
substitute tactile perception for classifying surface textures.

Chapter 6 demonstrates how electrotactile feedback can be applied to a
prosthetic hand. Force sensors are attached to the fingers and palm of an
anthropomorphic robot hand and used to stimulate tactile nerves in the user's
arm via electrotactile feedback. This was achieved by mapping the location of
the sensors to the electrotactile feedback frequency, and the magnitude of grip
forces on the force sensors to the electrotactile feedback intensity. The results
show that this arrangement can enable the user to effectively "feel" objects
gripped by an artificial hand and achieve better control of the hand at grasping
and manipulating objects.

Chapter 7 shows how hand tracking and electrotactile feedback can be used to
facilitate the learning of touch typing. A novel touch typing tutor application
with finger tracking and electrotactile feedback was developed. By tracking the
fingers and monitoring key presses, the typing tutor application is able to
determine if the correct fingers are being used to press the correct keys.
Electrotactile feedback is used to stimulate the fingers during the training
sessions which has been shown to facilitate the learning of finger-key
associations via reinforcement and associative learning.

Chapter 8 presents some concluding remarks deduced from the experimental
results discussed in the previous chapters. Possible future work inspired by the
experimental results are also discussed.
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To summarise, the following lists the work undertaken for this thesis and the
main achievements:

•

Teleoperated mobile robot control system enhanced with gesture
control, 3D vision and range sensors coupled to electrotactile feedback
to enhance embodiment and proximity awareness of nearby objects.

•

Robot arm teleoperation system with remote hand gesture control, 3D
vision and substitute force feedback via electrotactile feedback.

•

Haptic electrotactile feedback system for a prosthetic hand.

•

Electrotactile feedback system for substitute perception of textures.

•

Touch typing tutor system with hand/finger tracking and electrotactile
finger stimulation for enhancing the learning of correct finger-key
associations.

The above applications and the experimental results achieved demonstrate that
electrotactile feedback is capable of enhancing the HCI of a diverse range of
applications. Although electrotactile cannot replicate all the tactile sensations
capable of being felt by human skin, it can provide variable stimulus that can
substitute for many haptic sensations like texture, pressure and forces. The
results show that electrotactile feedback can be used to enhance the feeling of
being immersed in a virtual environment and give the operator of a remotely
controlled robot better control and awareness of the robot’s environment.
Electrotactile feedback is also capable of providing effective substitute tactile
sensing for a prosthetic hand and can even be used to facilitate the learning of
certain hand skills like touch typing.
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2
LITERATURE REVIEW
HAPTIC INTERFACE AND
HAPTIC RECEPTORS
RECEPTORS IN
HUMAN SKIN
2.1

Introduction

The word of haptic comes from the Greek word ‘hapto’ which means to touch
and handle objects. Touch sensing relates to stimuli on the skin and is what
gives both humans and animals the ability to detect and classify objects that
come in contact with the skin. Touch sensing is often referred to as tactile
sensing by researchers who attempt to implement, enhance or facilitate touch
sensing via electronic or mechanical means [14].
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Haptic interfaces use artificially induced haptic sensations to deliver
information or feedback signals from a computer or a machine to the user.
Haptic feedback can make it possible to simulate the tactile characteristics of a
remote or virtual object (such as weight, texture, force, movement, etc.) via
electro-mechanical or electronic means. These physical characteristics are
difficult, if not impossible, to perceive visually. Since touch sensing is
important for manipulating objects, haptic feedback can enable the user to
operate a machine or a computer program with more agility and dexterity.

Most haptic interface systems are comprised of an intuitive input device, such
as a joystick (or hand, arm or body motion detection system), for controlling
the machine or virtual agent, and a haptic feedback system that delivers haptic
sensations to the user. For example, to manipulate an object with a remotely
controlled robot arm, electro-mechanical actuators and linkages applied to the
operator’s arm could be used for perceiving the forces experienced by the robot
arm. By controlling the arm and experiencing forces proportional to the forces
felt by the robot, better control could be achieved [15]. Furthermore, these
haptic sensations can help the operator to feel immersed in a remote
environment and embodied within a robot arm which can help to make the
remote interactions feel more direct and more natural.

Applications that make use of haptic interface are wide and expanding. Some
prominent examples are: surgery training simulators [16], teleoperation of
robots in hazardous environments [17] and VR applications [18]. These
applications have haptic interfaces that can range from simple force feedback
joystick devices with a single Degree of Freedom (DOF) [19], to more
complex interfaces with multiple DOF [17]. The following section provides
further examples of electro-mechanical haptic interfaces and a more detailed
explanation of their implementation and operation.
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2.2

Electromechanical Haptic Interfaces

Actuated joysticks and pen-based input devices are the most common type of
haptic interface. Both act as input devices for giving commands to the
computer and provide feedback to the user via resistive forces, or impulses,
that act on the hand or fingers.

Computer games were among the first applications to use haptic interfaces in
the form of actuated joysticks to give some real effects to the game experience.
For example, some shooting game applications use an actuated joystick to
produce kickback sensations while the gun is being fired. Another VR scooter
game has vibrating actuators mounted on a scooter platform to simulate the
rumble of motion along a roadway. A fan is also used to blow wind at the
user’s face when the VR scooter is in motion [20].

Vibrating joysticks have also been used to control a mobile robot and avoid
obstacles. One example uses the sensed distance between the robot and the
obstacle to control the intensity of the vibrations delivered to the joystick [21],
as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Vibrating joystick adapted from [21]
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A more complex actuated two DOF joystick with force feedback was
developed by Aldelstein and Rosen [22]. This joystick was originally
developed to learn about hand tremor relating to the manual control of
machinery and has also been shown to be suitable for providing kinaesthetic
interfaces for virtual environments and teleoperation applications where only
two directions of movement are required.
Portable pen based haptic interfaces generally have higher DOF than haptic
joysticks. These devices usually have the handheld interaction component
designed to be like a pen or stylus. Most pen based haptic interfaces use force
feedback that resists movement of the pen in 3D space. One example is the
PHANToM Omni (see Figure 2.2a), which was originally developed by Massie
and Salisbury [23] and has since become commercially available. The
PHANToM Omni has up to six DOF of movement sensing and can deliver 3D
force feedback at the tip of the pen. Several similar devices such as Novint
Falcon (see Figure 2.2b) and Omega 3 (see Figure 2.2c), have also become
available since the PHANToM was released.

Pen based haptic interfaces, like the PHANToM (and similar devices), are
suitable for applications where multi DOF control of an object (like a pen) in
3D space is required and 2 DOF resistive force is desired at the tip of the pen.
Example applications include a surgical simulator for training purposes [24,
25] and a teleoperation system for controlling a mobile robot [26, 27].

Although joystick and pen based haptic interfaces are adequate for providing
force feedback for certain applications, they have the disadvantage of being
bulky desktop devices which can restrict the user’s movements. To overcome
this disadvantage some researchers are turning toward more compact wearable
tactile feedback devices involving vibration or electro-stimulation.
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Figure 2.2 (a). PHANToM Omni adapted from [28] (b). Novint Falcon adapted
from [29] (c). Omega. 3 adapted from [30]

2.3 Tactile Feedback Devices
Tactile feedback involves artificially stimulating nerves in the skin in order to
deliver a haptic sensation to the user. There are several devices available for
this including vibrating actuators (tactors), actuated protruding pins and
electrodes placed on the surface of the skin. Tactile feedback devices can be
used to provide a single channel of stimulus on the skin from a single actuator,
or electrode; or multiple units can be utilised and configured into a linear, or a
2D array, in order to provide more information to the user.

2.3.1 Vibrotactile Feedback Devices
Vibrotactile feedback involves artificially stimulating nerves in the skin in
order to deliver a haptic sensation to the user. The most commonly used tactile
feedback devices involve the use of actuators or motors for applying vibrations
to the user’s skin. These vibration devices are often referred to as tactors and
have been used by manufacturers and researchers for a variety of haptic
applications. The most common tactors (like those used in mobile phones) are
only capable of delivering vibrations at a fixed frequency and amplitude.
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However, some researchers have devised custom build tactors for delivering
vibrations at multiple levels of amplitude and frequency, as explained below.

Various haptic applications have been developed with vibrotactile feedback.
These include: teleoperation [8], substitute tactile sensing for prosthetic hands
[31-33], VR applications for rehabilitation [18] and computer games [34].
An interesting vibrotactile interface for teleoperation of a mobile robot was
developed by Tsetserukou, et al. [8]. This involved the use of a haptic belt
interface fitted with tactors equally spaced around the belt, as shown in Figure
2.3.

Figure 2.3 Vibrotactile belt interface for teleoperation. Adapted from [8]
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Range data from distance sensors mounted on the robot is delivered to the
operator’s waist via the vibrotactile belt. The distance between the obstacles
and the robot is determined by the intensity of the vibrations delivered by the
tactors. The direction of the robot is controlled by tilt sensors allowing the
operator to steer the robot by leaning toward the desired direction of motion.
This arrangement enables the operator to feel the presence of any obstacles
near the robot, via the haptic sensations delivered to the user’s waste, while
allowing the operator’s eyes to remain focused on the task at hand via the head
mounted display linked to a camera on the robot.

Vibrotactile feedback has also been shown to have some benefit as a substitute
tactile perception method for prosthetic hands. For example, Saunders and
Vijayakumar [31] investigated the use of vibrotactile feedback for informing
the user about the amount of force a robot hand applies while gripping an
object. They used eight binary tactors fitted to the user’s arm between the wrist
and elbow. A light grip force activates the tactor that is closest to the wrist. A
stronger grip force activates the tactors that are closer to the elbow. This work
showed that vibrotactile feedback could allow the user of a robotic, or
prosthetic, hand to grip, lift and position objects with improved dexterity.

In another haptic interface trial involving a prosthetic hand, D'Alonzo et al [32]
was able to achieve similar grip results to Saunders and Vijayakumar with just
one analogue tactor. To do this, D'Alonzo et al developed an analogue
vibration tactor that was constructed from three DC vibration motors mounted
together into a single unit. This arrangement could generate different
sensations by varying the voltages delivered to the three vibration motors.
Similarly, Keehoon and Colgate developed an analogue tactor that could
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deliver information such as touch and pressure [33]. However, they were
unable to improve the grip force control of a prosthetic hand when the two
channels of haptic feedback were used. This was possibly because of the
information limitations of sensory touch neurons (mechanoreceptors) resulting
in more difficulty and/or confusion when interpreting the tactile information.

Vibrotactile feedback has also been applied to VR application to enhance the
immersive experience. For example, Sadihov et al. [18] developed a prototype
haptic VR systems by using a pair of vibrating gloves for delivering VR haptic
information to stroke patients for rehabilitation training purposes. In this
system, the user wears the gloves in front of tracking cameras that can detect
the hand movements. Each glove has 19 DC vibration motors for stimulating
the palm and fingers. Motor vibrations are activated when collisions between
virtual objects and the virtual hands happen. In another VR application,
Terziman et al. [34], used DC motors in the floor, beneath the user’s feet, to
simulate the thumping step effects of giant creatures in the VR environment.

Vibrations have also been used for haptic feedback in combination with force
feedback when performing certain tasks with mixed results. For example,
Bloomfield and Badler [35] used of a combination of vibrotactile and
mechanical torque feedback to control a robot arm. Here, motor driven pulleys
connected between the user’s arm and a belt delivers force feedback from the
robot arm to the user. Also, six binary tactors fitted to the users arm were used
to provide proximity information on the objects surrounding the robot's
gripper.

Although vibrotactile feedback devices can deliver haptic information to the
user via vibrations of the skin, the amount of information that can be delivered
by this means is limited and can vary depending on the tactor’s skin contact
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and the sensitivity of the skin. Vibrotactile devices also tend to be more bulky
than electrotactile electrodes, which makes vibrotactile haptic interface more
bulky and visible. The bulkiness can also interfere with the user’s comfort and
movements. The following section provides some examples of applications
that use electrotactile feedback to implement haptic interfaces.

2.3.2 Electrotactile Feedback Devices
Electrotactile feedback involves producing haptic sensations by electrically
stimulating nerves in the skin via electrodes placed on the surface of the skin.
The main benefit of electrotactile feedback, over vibrotactile or force feedback
systems, is that there are no mechanical or moving parts and it can deliver a
wide variety of sensations to the user that are not available with existing
vibrotactile or force feedback systems.

With electrotactile feedback, the electrodes can also be placed on various body
locations where more cutaneous sensory neurons are available, e.g. tongue
[36], hands/arms [37], or abdomen [38]. Since the hands and fingertips have
high neural density, they are often studied for delivering haptic information to
the brain via electro-neural stimulation [39].

Electro-neural stimulation has been intensively studied for providing Tactile
Visual Substitution (TVS) for the blind. For example, in the late 1990s,
Kazmarek et al [36], proposed a Tongue Display Unit (TDU) for the blind, as
shown in Figure 2.4. The tongue was used because it has high tactile sensitivity
and spatial acuity. Additionally, the tongue is always wet and therefore
provides good electrical conductivity and stable electrical properties.
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Figure 2.4 Tongue Display Unit adapted from [40]
Electro-neural stimulation is not commonly used for developing information
feedback systems. Most haptic researchers traditionally use force and/or
vibrotactile haptic interfaces, probably due to fears that electro-neural
stimulation might cause pain and/or discomfort to the user. However, some
researchers have recently attempted to develop haptic feedback systems using
electro-neural stimulation mainly because of its success at providing substitute
visual perception to the blind as well as the advantages it has over
electromechanical interfaces, as explained in [40-42]; e.g. no mechanical
components, low cost and increased bandwidth for interpreting information.

Another advantage of electro-neural stimulation is that the electrodes can be
configured into compact arrays and used to implement electrotactile displays.
These are mostly used for TVS systems, like the TDU, as shown in Figure 2-4.
They have also been used for helping patients to recover from posture and
balance-disorders such as Meniere’s disease and as a navigation aid [43,44].
Electrotactile arrays, like that used for the TDU, are typically comprised of 144
electrodes configured into a 12x12 matrix. These electrodes are generally made
from gold-plated copper pads fixed to a flexible printed circuit polymer sheet.
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Other researchers, e.g. Kajimoto et al, developed an electrotactile display
system called the SmartTouch [42]. SmartTouch is a 4x4 matrix array made
from 1mm diameter concentric stainless steel electrodes that can generate both
pressure and vibration sensations. These sensations occur because the positive
inner electrodes are designed to stimulate the Meissner’s corpuscles (near the
surface) which are responsible for sensing pressure. The negative outer
electrodes are meant for stimulating the deeper Pacini corpuscles, which are
involved in sensing vibrations.

To explain this in more detail and provide some understanding on the factors
that influence the delivery of electrotactile feedback information to the brain,
via neurons in the skin, the following section provides some background
information on the human tactile sensory system.

2.4 The Human Tactile Sensory System
2.4.1 Overview
Compared to other sensory organs, human skin has the largest number of
sensory receptors. Touch sensing actually combines several sub-modalities
(e.g. pressure, temperature, texture, movement, pain, etc.) These tactile
sensations from the skin are mediated by the somatosensory system which also
processes sensory information from the epithelial tissues, skeletal muscles,
bones, internal organs and the cardiovascular system. To understand the
possibilities of any tactile feedback device, it helps to know the structure and
functionality of skin, including the sensory nerves and receptors within the
skin.
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The two types of human skin are hairy skin and glabrous (or hairless) skin.
Hairy skin has hair follicles and comprises almost 95 percent of human skin.
Glabrous skin covers about 5 percent of the human body and has a thinner
dermal layer, for increased touch sensitivity, and thicker epidermis without hair
follicles. Glabrous skin also has a ridged appearance with circular patterns
(like fingerprints), e.g. finger pads, lips, palms and the soles of feet [45].
Human skin is sensitive to several sensations, e.g. temperature, vibration,
pressure or electric current/voltage. To accommodate these sensations, skin has
a number of sensory receptors, namely, mechanoreceptors, thermoreceptors,
nociceptors and proprioceptors. Furthermore, mechanoreceptors can be divided
into seven classes and thermoreceptors have two classes. In addition, there are
four and three classes for nociceptors and proprioceptors, respectively [46].
Electrotactile feedback works mainly on the mechanoreceptors. Table 1 lists
the four major mechanoreceptors and their respective sensory modalities.

Table 1: Skin Mechanoreceptors

Class

Sensory
Correlate

Meissner’s
Corpuscles
Rapid
Adapting
Type I
Stroking,
Fluttering,
Lowfrequency
vibration

Frequency
10-200 Hz
range

Merkel’s
Cells
Slow
Adapting
Type I

Pacinian
Corpuscle
Rapid
Adapting
Type II

Ruffini
Endings
Slow
Adapting
Type II

Pressure,
Texture

High
vibration

Skin Stretch

0.4-100 Hz

40-800 Hz

7 Hz
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2.4.2 Human Mechanoreceptors
Two types of mechanoreceptor are classified by their location within human
skin. Receptors that lie close to the surface of the skin, between the epidermis
and dermis layers, are Type-I. The other receptors, located deeper within the
dermis layer, are Type-II. Mechanoreceptors are further classified into Rapid
Adapting, which are sensitive to transient stimulus, and Slow Adapting, which
are capable of detecting persistent stimulus. Figure 2.5 shows the location of
the different types of mechanoreceptors in hairy and glabrous skin.

Figure 2.5 Cross Section of Hairy and Glabrous skin adapted from [48].
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Generally, slow adapting Type-I mechanoreceptors are referred to as Merkel’s
Cell, whereas slow adapting Type-II mechanoreceptors are called Ruffini
Endings. Fast adapting Type-I mechanoreceptors are called Meissner’s
Curpuscles and fast adapting type II mechanoreceptors are called Pacinian
Corpuscles [47]. These mechanoreceptors can also be seen in Figure 2.5. The
following sections provide further information on these mechanoreceptors and
their relevance to electrotactile feedback.

2.4.2.1 Merkel’s Cells
Merkel’s cells come in groups of five to ten cells called Merkel’s disk [49] and
have the highest density within glabrous skin, particularly at the fingertips. For
example, their density within the hand’s palm is approximately eight nerve
fibres per cm2. The index finger has approximately 70-100 fibres per cm2. They
have a receptive field of approximately 2-3mm diameter [50]. In hairy skin, the
Merkel disks are sparsely located within touch spots of approximately 0.20.5mm diameter [45]. Merkel’s cells have large nerve fibres with fast
conductive axon velocities and slow adaptation [45, 51, 52]. They tend to
respond to phasic or tonic stimulus that makes them suitable for perceiving
textures, edges and points on an object’s surface [52, 53].

2.4.2.2 Meissner’s Corpuscles
Meissner’s corpuscles are located only within glabrous skin at a depth of
100µm or greater [54]. They are found within the dermal papillae layer, near
the skin surface and are connected to the edge of the papillary ridge. They have
a receptive field of approximately 3-5mm and are faster and at a greater density
than Merkel’s disks. For example, at fingertips their density is approximately
150 units per cm2 [45, 51] and can respond at velocities of 30-70 m/s [53].
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Meissner’s corpuscles also detect phasic stimulation from vibrations and are
particularly well suited for detecting slight tactile movement on the skin [45].
They are good at detecting sudden force changes during grasping which helps
to preventing slippage when holding an object [51]. Meissner’s corpuscles
respond to frequencies of around 20 to 300Hz, with a peak response at 50Hz.

2.4.2.3 Pacinian Corpuscles
Pacinian corpuscles are located within dermis layer in subcutaneous fat and are
the fastest adapting receptors with a receptive field of approximately 1cm2.
They have connecting tissue filled with lamellae fluids that are highly sensitive
to high frequency vibrations. Their low density makes them not capable of
spatial acuity and less important for object manipulation. However, they are
very important for detecting harmful stimuli like burning heat or penetration by
sharp objects.

2.4.2.4 Ruffini Endings
Ruffini endings are slow adapting receptors located within the dermis layer and
have the largest receptive field of approximately 2cm. They are particularly
sensitive to skin-stretch and play a role in sensing sheer stress or slippage when
gripping objects [51, 52]. The following section presents certain related factors
that can influence the design and control of electrotactile interfaces.

2.5 Electrotactile Sensory Substitution Methods
Electrotactile feedback has been shown to be capable of delivering a variety of
tactile sensations [55]. Although it is not possible to replicate all the possible
tactile sensations perceivable through the skin, electrotactile stimulation can
provide a reasonable substitute in certain applications. There are a number of
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factors that can influence effective information transmission through the skin
while minimising feelings of discomfort. In general, these factors are mainly
related to the characteristics of the electro-neural stimulation parameters, the
conductivity and location of the electrodes on the skin, and the properties of
the skin.

2.5.1 Electrodes
Chemical compounds can be produced by electrodes in an electrochemical
process. For example, any electrolysis reactions in water might damage skin
cells. Electrodes made of noble metals or conductive polymers may reduce or
eliminate any electrochemical reaction [56]. The size of the electrodes can also
be important. Small electrodes can generate higher density currents which can
cause discomfort to the user. Electrodes with an area of 10mm2 or greater have
been shown to perform better than smaller electrodes [57].

2.5.2 Waveform Stimulus
Square wave electrical pulses are more commonly used for electro-neural
stimulation than sinusoidal waves due to their improved efficiency and ease of
implementation. Most comparisons find no significant differences between the
performance of these two waveforms [56-58]. However, biphasic stimulation
may help prevent half-cell reactions and aid in preventing ions being absorbed
from electrodes and conductive gels [59].

2.5.3 Polarity
Some researchers have described the use of bipolar and unipolar signals for
electrotactile stimulation (e.g. [60]). These results suggest different sensations
can be produced by changing the polarity of the electrodes. A bipolar signal
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has an alternating current phase that is positive and negative. A unipolar signal
only has a positive or a negative phase. Generally, bipolar signals are
preferable in order to prevent skin irritation caused by the transfer of ions
within axon membranes. Generating a negative pulse shortly after a positive
pulse, or visa-versa, can also reduce polarisation caused by the first
stimulation. Studies suggest a delay of between 50-500µs can produce delayed
depolarisation [52, 53]. For unipolar signals, positive pulses tend to produce a
lower sensory threshold and are more comfortable than negative pulses [53,61].

2.5.4 Frequency
Experiments conducted by Saunders [62] suggest that a frequency range
between 2-100hz is the optimal for electrotactile stimulation. These frequencies
are within the detectable range of all rapid adapting Type-I receptors and some
slow adapting Type-I receptors [63, 64]. Investigations by Collin [65], indicate
that the perceptual response to a continuous pulse rate at frequencies higher
than 60hz results in fast adaptation, whereas, frequencies around 10hz produce
slower adaptation [66, 67]. However, high frequency pulses in bursts can also
produce slower adaptation (see Sect 2.4.7).

2.5.5 Pulse Width
It has been shown that pulse widths between 50-150µs provide effective
receptor stimulus [59, 66]. Furthermore, Mortimer [58] and Rattay [68] have
shown that there is an inverse relationship between the pulse width and the
threshold current. Generally, to reduce the power consumption and to prevent
potential harm to the user’s skin, it is preferable to keep the pulse width to a
minimum. Experiments by Rollman [69] and Mortimer [58] suggest a pulse
width around 100µs is optimal in terms of power consumption and receptor
stimulation.
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2.5.6 Burst Rate
Some researchers, e.g. [70] [71] [51]), have shown that long continuous pulse
trains, particularly at low power and higher frequencies, can cause rapid
adapting Type-I receptors to become adapted to the stimulus. To prevent
receptors from becoming adapted to stimulus, some researchers have opted for
grouping pulses into bursts. For example, Kaczmarek has shown that short
repeated bursts at a low rate (<15hz) could produce good results at avoiding
adaptation [66].

2.5.7 Pulses per Burst
The dynamic range and sensitivity of rapid adapting Type-I receptors can also
be affected by number of pulses per burst, particularly at higher frequencies.
For example, Kaczmarek [60], showed that increasing the number of pulses per
burst beyond six can fail to provide any additional performance improvement.
Kaczmarek’s results show that improved performance could be achieved with
200Hz pulses grouped into bursts of 6 pulses with a delay of 37ms per burst.

2.5.8 Modulation Method
The adaptation of receptors can also be avoided by modulating the frequency
and/or the intensity of the electrical stimulus. For example, Szeto [72]
conducted experiments on test subjects where various stimulus parameters
were modulated including the polarity, frequency, intensity and the number of
active electrodes. Apparently, identifying the position and/or the number of
activated electrodes performed the best. Furthermore, test results with lower
frequencies were better than results with higher frequencies [67].
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2.5.9 Skin Features
Skin impedance and sensitivity can vary depending on its moisture content and
location on the body. Generally, glabrous skin performs worse than hairy skin
for electrotactile stimulation because of its thickness. This can make electrical
conductivity difficult and individual receptors hard to target [58]. Glabrous
skin is also found only on small inconvenient regions of the body, e.g. palms
and the soles of feet. Moistening the skin with conductive gels prior to
applying electrodes can also improve the electrical conductivity and reduce the
possibility of painful sensations occurring as a result of current flowing directly
through sweat glands [58, 73].

In the following section, details are provided of the electrotactile stimulation
systems that was developed to conduct the electrotactile feedback experiments
documented in this thesis.

2.6 Electrotactile Feedback System
To deliver tactile feedback information from the computer to the user’s skin a
custom-built wireless electrotactile feedback system was implemented (see
Figure 2.6). This feedback system is comprised of an RF transmitter module, as
shown in Figure 2.6a, which transmits feedback information wirelessly from
the computer to one or more RF receiver units, as shown in Figure 2.6 b & c.

The RF receiver units were implemented in single channel units (see Figure
2.6b) and five channel units (see Figure 2.6c) and are attached to electrodes for
stimulating nerves in the skin. The transmitter and driving software can control
up to 256 separate channels of feedback information concurrently. Each
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channel deliver’s bipolar pulses that can have their frequency, amplitude and
pulse width controlled independently.

Figure 2.6 Electrotactile system. (a) Transmitter unit. (b) Single channel
receiver unit. (c) Five channel receiver unit.
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The frequency, amplitude and pulse width have a wide range of options. For
most feedback experiments the frequency was varied between 10Hz to 120Hz.
The pulse peak to peak voltage was set between 40V to 80V to achieve the best
resolution and comfort. The intensity of the stimulus was controlled by varying
the pulse width between 10µs and 100µs. Although the receiver units were
built to be also capable of delivering burst mode operation (see Sections 2.4.6 –
2.4.7), this was not used due to timing constraints.

A variety of electrodes can be attached to the receiver units, including gold
plated metal, stainless steel fabric, conductive polymer and carbon-fabric. All
of the experiments conducted in this study utilised readily available carbonfabric electrodes coated with conductive adhesive gel, as shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7. Adhesive carbon-fabric electrode.
These adhesive electrodes provide excellent electrical conductivity and can be
cut to size to suit placement on almost any skin surface. Electrode placement
depends largely on the application. For most of the experiments conducted in
this study, feedback was mainly was delivered to the fingers and arms via nonglabrous skin. The electrodes were also placed to avoid muscle contractions. In
fact, most applications required only mild stimulus resulting in no pain,
allowing the hands to be used normally.
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3
TELEOPERATION
WITH
ELECTROTACTILE
FEEDBACK
3.1 Introduction
Tele-operated robot technologies can allow humans to work in hazardous or
remote places from a safe location. For example, an operator can control
robotic equipment at distant, or inhospitable locations conveniently from their
office greatly reducing both the operator’s travel time and injury risk [74].
Such systems can also allow the operator’s interactions with the environment
to be scaled up or down to achieve larger or smaller actions and forces. There
are many applications of teleoperation such as: bomb disposal [75], hazardous
waste removal [76], mining equipment [77], underwater mission [78], space
exploration [79] and tele-surgery [80].
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There are two accepted approaches for achieving a better teleoperation process
in a remote environment: (1) embodiment within the robot and (2) immersion,
see [81, 82]. Embodiment can be experienced as a consequence of using a
virtual body within a virtual environment or a virtual agent within a real robot
with first person view of the remote or virtual environment [83]. The sense of
utilising and/or owning part of a virtual or robot body (e.g. arm) can also be
considered a form of embodiment [84]. Immersion, on the other hand, is
considered as the effect by which a human, who is engaged in a virtual or
remote environment, achieves an equivalent (realistic) experience.

Embodiment only happens when the interactive processes of the virtual or
robot body and the virtual or remote environment are processed similarly to the
interactive processes of the real body and real environment [85]. These
interactive processes include the sense of location, agency and body ownership.
The sense of location results from perceiving the environment from a specific
location within the environment [86]. The sense of agency is the sense or
ability to control a robot or virtual body [84]. The sense of body ownership is
the result of the sensations or feelings that originate from the robot or virtual
body, including any interactions with the surrounding environment [87].

To achieve embodiment and immersion effectively with a remotely controlled
robot, the teleoperation system requires a user interface with intuitive control
and multi-sensory feedback. Most existing teleoperation systems, which utilise
both vision and haptic feedback, use a mono camera for vision and
electromechanical actuators, linkages and levers for receiving haptic feedback
from the robot and for delivering control signals to the robot. Consequently,
embodiment is difficult to achieve because the 2D camera image can diminish
the sense of location, and the complex and bulky haptic feedback/control
system can detract from the sense of body ownership by keeping the operator
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aware of his own equipment burdened body and the need to action mechanical
controls.

To overcome these drawbacks, this study proposes an alternative teleoperation
system consisting of three sub-systems: (1) 3D stereo cameras and a stereo
Head Mounted Display (HMD) for achieving an increased sense of location,
(2) a multichannel electrotactile feedback system for delivering the robot’s
haptic sensations to the user, and (3) a hand gesture based control interface for
controlling the robot. The proposed system is more compact than existing
electromechanical feedback systems and capable of delivering a wider range of
haptic sensations together with 3D visual perception.

The following sections of this chapter are organised as follows: Section 3.2
presents an overview of previous research on the application of visual and
haptic feedback systems in controlling a robot via teleoperation. Section 3.3
describes the implementation details of the robots and proposed 3D vision,
vision, electrotactile teleoperation system. Section 3.4 provides details of the
experiments performed with the robot and the teleoperation system. Finally,
Section 3.5 provides some concluding remarks.

3.2 Background
One of the first classical experiments performed to demonstrate the concept of
embodiment is called the Rubber Hand Illusion (RHI) [88], [89] This involves
placing a substitute rubber hand in a position where it appears to be one of the
volunteer’s own hands and subjecting it to the same sensations as the real hand
which is placed out of view of the volunteer. When the volunteer reports that
the rubber hand feels like it is their own hand the demonstrator then impacts
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the rubber hand with a huge mallet - which usually makes the volunteer exhibit
considerable distress, much to the amusement of onlookers.

Although the RHI experiment demonstrates the concept of embodiment,
achieving the same effect with robotic equipment has proven to be a more
challenging task. This usually involves devising a human-computer interface
that enables the robot to be remotely controlled at the operator’s will while
simultaneously seeing what the robot sees and experiencing what the robot
feels. If done well, the operator feels as if he is physically transposed into the
robot’s body and capable of interacting with the environment dexterously.
However, most existing immersive teleoperation systems fall somewhat short
of this goal.

Tele-operation can be achieved by using a joystick to control a robot with
onscreen video as feedback [90, 91]. Although such systems can give the
operator adequate control of the robot and sufficient perception of the robot’s
world for doing some basic tasks, this arrangement is generally not sufficient
for achieving a sense of embodiment. A Head Mounted Display (HMD) can
help to make the operator feel more immersed in the robot’s world, however,
headsets which use monoscopic vision may have some difficulties when the
task requires depth perception [92, 93]. To gain a more immersive experience
and improved depth perception, stereoscopic visual perception is needed. This
can be achieved to a considerable extent with the use of remote stereo cameras
and a stereoscopic head mound display [94]. To achieve a sense of
embodiment within a teleoperated robot, haptic feedback may also be required
which usually involves devising some type of haptic feedback systems using
heat [95], vibration [35], force [96] or electricity [97] to deliver the haptic
sensations to the user’s skin or muscles.
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Combined visual and haptic feedback can also improve the performance of the
tele-operation system and decrease the control effort needed to perform
specific tele-operation tasks. For example, King et. al. [80], devised a teleoperation system with haptic feedback to facilitate tele-surgery with improved
results. This system made the operator more aware of the pressure applied by
tele-operated surgical instruments. Also, Wildenbeest et. al. [98], used a
combined visual and haptic feedback system to control a robot doing various
assembly tasks. Similar experiments were conducted in virtual reality, by
Kubus and Wahl [100], to determine how a haptic feedback system can
improve the interactivity and speed of various simulated assembly tasks.

However, equipping both the robot and the operator with a haptic feedback
system can be difficult to setup, complex and expensive, particularly if the
feedback is delivered to the operator via electro-mechanical actuators and
linkages. For example, Dongseok et. al. [96], used a cumbersome configuration
of pulleys attached to weights to deliver force feedback information on the
position of a robot arm to the operator's waist and hand. Also, Stanley and
Kuchenbecker [101], used bulky servos motors to deliver feedback sensations
like tapper, dragger, squeezer and twister to the user from a robot arm.

Vibration has also been used to deliver haptic feedback to help with performing
various tasks. For example, Bloomfied [35], devised a combined vibrotactile
and mechanical torque feedback system for controlling a robotic arm. Here,
force feedback from a robot arm was delivered to the operator's arm using a
belt coupled to a DC motor. Also, information about the profile of objects
surrounding the robot's gripper was delivered to the operator’s arm via six
vibrotactile feedbacks implemented with servos arranged into a bracelet.
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As all these haptic feedback systems involve electro-mechanical actuators
and/or linkages, they are rather cumbersome to wear and can confine the
operator’s movements. Moreover, they can make it difficult for the operator to
achieve embodiment because the operator becomes more aware of the feedback
mechanisms attached to his body rather than the robot’s environment, as
explained in [99].
Electro-tactile feedback can deliver a variety of sensations without the need for
electromechanical actuators and/or linkages, as explained in Chapter 2. This
can dramatically reduce the amount of hardware needed to deliver haptic
feedback to the operator of a teleoperated robot allowing for freer movements
and more attention to be focused on the robot and the task at hand.

The following sections provide some details of the experiments that were
performed by this study to determine if electrotactile feedback combined with
3D visual feedback can improve the control of a teleoperated robot by helping
the operator to feel more immersed in the robot’s environment and embodied
within the robot.

3.3 Teleoperation Feedback System
3.3.1 Control and Electrotactile Feedback
The proposed teleoperation feedback system consists of the five channel
electrotactile feedback system described in Chapter 2. The outputs are
connected to carbon electrodes mounted on the inside surface of the P5 data
glove, as shown in Figure 3.1. To facilitate conduction, a small amount of
conductive gel is applied to the surface of the electrodes. This arrangement
allows the operator to both control the motion of the robot and receive up to
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five channels of electrotactile feedback from the robot’s sensors via the P5 data
glove’s fingers. A block diagram of the teleoperation electrotactile feedback
system is shown in Figure 3.2. The stimulus does not cause the hand to
contract because the electrodes are not directly stimulating any muscles. In
fact, the stimulus is mild, painless and does not affect use of the hand.

Figure 3.1. P5 data glove fitted with feedback electrodes.

Figure 3.2. Teleoperation feedback system block diagram.
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The P5 data glove has eight LEDs that are positioned around the glove and
monitored by the P5’s receptor tower, as shown in Figure 3.3. Movement of
the glove, with respect to the receptor tower provides the x, y and z coordinates
of the glove including the glove’s roll, pitch and yaw orientation. The origin of
the glove’s coordinate system is at the base of the receptor tower. The P5 glove
also has five bend sensors that provide information on the bend positions of the
fingers. Three buttons mounted on the back of the glove can also be used for
additional control inputs. Figure 3.3 also shows the control and receiver unit of
the electrotactile feedback system mounted on the back of the data glove.
Consequently, by moving one’s hand around in 3D space and bending the
fingers, an operator of a robot can exercise a considerable degree of control on
the robot while also experiencing haptic feedback sensations from the robot’s
sensors as a consequence of the actions performed.

Figure 3.3. P5 data glove and glove receptor tower.
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3.3.2.. Visual Feedback
The visual feedback system consists of an
a Oculus Rift HMD and an Ovrvision
vrvision
stereo camera, as shown in Figure 3.4 [100,101]. The Oculus Rift HMD and
the Ovrvision stereo camera provide 3D stereoscopic vision to the use
user with a
1000 viewing angle and low latency. The Ovrvision stereo cameras operate at
60fps and have 1280 x 480 pixel resolution.
resolution The Oculus Rift is also equipped
with gyroscope sensors for tracking the movement of the user’s head.. This can
be used for translating the projected viewing angle within VR environments or
for controlling the pan and tilt of the stereo
stereo cameras. However, for the
experiments conducted in this study, head tracking was not required.

a

b
Figure 3.4. (a).. Oculus Rift HMD. (b). Ovrvision stereo camera.
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To test the teleoperation electrotactile feedback system and its versatility, a
mobile robot and a robot arm was used to perform a number of experiments.
The following sections provide details of these robots, the sensors used to
deliver feedback to the operator and the experiments that were performed. This
is followed with a discussion of the results.

3.4 Mobile Robot Teleoperation
3.4.1 Robot Mobile
The mobile robot measures approximately 25 cm x 18 cm x 25 cm (L x W x H)
and is shown in Figure 3.5. It has two drive wheels, one idler wheel and a
gripper which makes the robot capable of picking up and relocating empty
drink cans. The robot has a maximum speed of 20 cm/s in the forward and
reverse directions and is equipped with an xbee wireless modem for
communications between its main processor and the host computer. The robot
is also equipped with an Ovrvision stereo camera fitted to the robot’s turret for
providing a 3D first-person-view of the robot’s work area and environment, as
can be seen in Figure 3.5. Four ultrasonic distance sensors are mounted on the
body of the robot and are used for detecting objects in the near vicinity of the
robot. One sensor is facing in the forward direction, two sensors are aimed
right and left of the robot at about 450 and one is facing in the reverse direction.
The maximum range of the ultrasonic sensors is approximately 60 cm. A
pressure sensor fitted to one of the fingers of the robot’s gripper is also used for
detecting the presence or absence of a can in the robot’s gripper.
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Figure 3.5. Mobile robot.

3.4.2 Robot Mobile Feedback
To deliver tactile feedback from the robot’s sensors to the operator’s hand, the
five channel electrotactile feedback system described in Section 3.3.1 was
used. The electrode positions and the tactile feedback protocol is illustrated in
Figure 3.6. Maximum stimulus on the pointer, middle or ring finger indicates
that the corresponding sensor has detected an object within 3cm from the
sensor. Conversely, minimum stimulus indicates a sensor range readings of
25cm or greater. Also, mild stimulus on the thumb indicates the robot’s hand is
gripping a drink can. Subsequently, the main purpose of the electrotactile
feedback is to improve the operator’s awareness of the surrounding
environment (to facilitate collision avoidance) and to allow the operator to
“feel” the drink can held in the robot’s gripper.
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Figure 3.6. Feedback electrode positions for mobile robot experiments.

3.4.3 Robot Mobile Feedback Experiments
To determine the effectiveness of the proposed electro-tactile feedback system
at controlling a mobile robot, the environment shown in Figure 3.7 was setup.
The aim of the experiment is to drive the mobile robot as quickly as possible
through the environment and to relocate the cans, one by one, from position A
to position B with minimal collisions, as shown in Figure 3.7a.

Controlling the robot via the data glove is achieved with hand gestures. To
move the robot in the forward or reverse direction, the pitch of the glove is
used. To move the robot in the left or right direction, the glove’s roll position is
used. Bending the fingers up or down slightly, raises or lowers the gripper.
Bending the thumb, opens or closes the gripper. This gesture interface protocol
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was found to be sufficiently intuitive for the operator to be able to control the
robot within its workspace and relocate the cans without much practice being
required. Figure 3.8 shows a photo of an operator controlling the robot with the
data glove and a snapshot of the stereo video stream being delivered to the
operator’s HMD.

Figure 3.7. Mobile robot environment. (a) Plan. (b) Photo.
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a

b
Figure 3.8. (a). Stereo camera images of mobile robot’s environment.
(b) Operator controlling robot with data glove and the feedback system.
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Tests were performed with six volunteers (subjects). Each participant was
given fifteen minutes to familiarise themselves with the system and to practise
picking up cans and moving them around in the environment with the
electrotactile feedback turned off. Three participants were then asked to
perform the can relocation task, firstly, with the electro-tactile feedback turned
off, and then with the electro-tactile feedback turned on. The other three
participants were asked to do the opposite, namely, first perform the can
relocation task with the electro-tactile-feedback turned on, and then repeat the
task with the electro-tactile feedback turned off.

All participants were able to complete the required task considerably faster
with the electro-tactile feedback enabled and with less collisions. The
improvement due to electro-tactile feedback ranged from between 25% to 50%
in speed and 35% to 75% for collisions. Most participants also reported that the
electrotactile feedback helped them to felt as if they were immersed within the
robot’s environment and that their right hand felt as if it was part of the robot’s
body when the electro-tactile feedback was enabled.

3.5 Robot Arm Teleoperation
3.5.1 Robot Arm
Electrotactile feedback experiments were also performed on a CRS A465 robot
arm, as shown in Figure 3.9. The CRS A465 is a six DOF robot arm with an
interchangeable end effector. The CRS A465 was also fitted with an ATI F/T
force sensor unit that can measure three forces and three torques at the robot’s
wrist, namely, Fx, Fy, Fz, Tx, Ty and Tz. Some of the feedback experiments
involved the use of various tools held in a tool holder, as shown in Figure 3.9a.
Other experiments, involved picking up and putting down objects with a
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gripper fitted with extra force sensors, as shown in Figure 3.9b. The following
sections provide further details of the robot arm setup and the teleoperation
feedback system.

This is followed with a description of the feedback

experiments performed using the robot arm and a discussion on the results.

a

b
Figure 3.9. Robot arm with: (a). Tool holder. (b). Gripper.
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3.5.2 Robot Arm Feedback Experiments
The robot arm feedback experiments were conducted using the data glove and
electrotactile feedback system described in Section 3.3.1. The data glove’s
control system was programmed so that movement of the operator’s right hand
moves the robot arm’s end effector along its x, y and z coordinates. To twist or
bend the robot’s wrist, the operator performs a corresponding pan or tilt
movements with the glove. Finer robot wrist bend movements are performed
by bending the glove’s pointer finger. Bending the glove’s thumb closes the
robot’s gripper.

Visual feedback was achieved using the stereo vision feedback system
described in Section 3.3.2. To obtain a first-person-view, and to give the
operator perception that makes the robot arm appear as if it is the operator’s
own right arm, the Ovrvision stereo camera was mounted on a tripod and
positioned above the robot’s wrist, on the left side of the robot, as shown in
Figure 3.9a. The camera was aimed at the robot’s work area and remained
fixed throughout the experiments.

Three experiments were conducted with the robot arm. The first two
experiments involved the use of tools held in the robot’s tool holder. The third
experiment involved object manipulation using the robot’s gripper.

3.5.2.1 Sharpening a Knife
Sharpening a knife with a hand held cylindrical grinder requires both careful
observation of the grinder bit and knife edge, while applying the right amount
to pressure to the grinding tool. Without adequate visual and force/tactile
perception (sensory feedback), damage to the knife edge and grinder can easily
happen. To perform this task via teleoperation with the robot arm and feedback
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system described in section 3.3.2, the robot arm was fitted with a grinder tool
shown in Figure 3.9a & 3.11a. The knife was held firmly in a vice within
reach of the robot arm. The electrotactile feedback system was setup to deliver
force feedback to the operator’s pointer finger, as shown in Figure 3.10. The
feedback signal’s intensity is proportional to the resultant magnitude of the
ATI F/T force sensor and the frequency was maintained at 20Hz. Stimulus
from the force sensor was calibrated to produce zero stimulus - when there was
no contact between tool and an object, to intense - when the tool was pushing
hard against an object.

Figure 3.10. Feedback electrode positions for robot arm experiments

The teleoperation system was tested with three operators. Prior to attempting to
sharpen the knife, each operator was given practice at touching some soft
objects with the tool head while adjusting the maximum electro-tactile
feedback stimulus. This was to obtain appropriate and comfortable feedback
stimulus relative to the pressure applied to the tool head. The operators then
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engaged in sharpening the knife a few times with the sound turned on and then
again with the sound turned off. This task proved difficult to perform with just
the mono camera and no tactile feedback because the grinding tool bit was too
easily broken when too much force was applied. When the electrotactile
feedback was turned on, all operators showed that they were able to apply the
appropriate pressure to avoid breaking the grinding tool bit demonstrating the
benefit and effectiveness of the electrotactile feedback.

a

b
Figure 3.11.

(a). Sharpening a knife via teleoperation.
(b). Stereo camera snapshot.
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3.5.2.2 Precision Cutting
Performing an incision with a scalpel requires acute observation of the cut
being made and precise control of the scalpel based on the feedback force. To
test if this could be done via teleoperation and electrotactile feedback, the
grinder tool was replaced with a scalpel tool, as shown in Figure 3.12. The
experiment involved making a controlled cut with a sharp scalpel of a specially
constructed laminate. The laminate was comprised of a layer of soft dough
overlaid on a sheet of A4 paper that was glued to a layer of balsa wood, see
Figure 3.12, and was held firmly to the table with adhesive. The objective was
to see if a cut could be made through the dough without cutting the paper and
balsa. Without any force feedback, all users found cutting through the dough
without cutting the paper very difficult. This is because this task requires
careful monitoring of the scalpel, the surface and the pressure being applied to
the scalpel while making the cut. After calibrating the electrotactile force
feedback, as described in the previous section, all three operators showed that
they were able to perform this task after a few practice runs.

Figure 3.12. Precision cutting experimental setup.
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3.5.2.3 Peg and Hole
Performing assembly tasks via teleoperation can be difficult without adequate
visual and tactile feedback. To test the electrotactile feedback system at
performing the peg-in-hole assembly problem, the gripper was modified to
provide tactile sensing at its fingertips. This was done by epoxying two
Tekscan FlexiForce A20 force sensors to a piece of aluminium angle and
bonding the angle to one of the gripper’s fingers with silicon adhesive, as
shown in Figure 3.13.

a

b
Figure 3.13. (a). Robot gripper. (b). Force sensors.
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The other gripper finger had a similar piece of aluminium angle bonded to it,
without any force sensors, for uniformity. The internal exposed surface of the
aluminium angles was then lined with 4mm thick neoprene to facilitate
gripping objects, as can be seen in Figure 3.13a. The two added force sensors
were coupled to the electrotactile feedback system via a microcontroller, as
shown in Figure 3.14.
Calibration was done by holding an object in the robot’s gripper, with the
electrotactile feedback turned on, and pushing the object against various
surfaces while adjusting the maximum feedback signals so as to achieve
optimum force resolution and comfort.

Figure 3.14. Feedback electrode positions for peg-in-hole experiment.
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Although only two force sensors were used to provide electrotactile feedback,
this proved adequate for providing the user with tactile sensations from both
holding an object, and any contact the held object made with other surfaces.
When combined with visual perception of the work area, it was found that the
peg-in-hole assembly task could be successfully performed using a linear tapdrag-push strategy, as depicted in Figure 3.15.

This strategy required the gripper to be posed at a slight angle to the surface, as
shown in Figure 3.15a. To find the hole, the user first makes contact with the
surface then drags the peg across the surface and stops when the hole is "felt".
The user then repeatedly "touches" the peg against the edge of the hole, while
manipulating the peg into the upright position. This is repeated until the peg
inserts into the hole. Figure 3.15a and 3.15b show typical forces that could
occur during the insertion procedure and how these forces are applied to the
force sensors.

Using this technique, all three volunteers demonstrated that they were able to
insert the peg in the hole using the teleoperation feedback system without
much difficulty. When the electro-tactile feedback was turned off, this task
proved difficult to perform even with the camera moved close to the hole. All
three volunteers reported that the electrotactile feedback, HMD and gesture
based control system made the robot arm feel somewhat as if it was their own
right arm.
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Figure 3.15. (a). Peg and hole showing applied forces.
(b). Linear tap-drag-push strategy.

3.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents a novel immersive teleoperation system for a robot arm
involving a remote 3D stereo vision system, an electro-tactile feedback system
and a hand gesture based control system. The feedback system is relative
inexpensive to implement, easy to setup, versatile and avoids complicated
mechanical hardware required by most other force/tactile feedback systems.
The experimental results show that the proposed electrotactile feedback system
can assist an operator of a robot arm to achieve a partial sense of embodiment
within the robot arm, and can facilitate performing certain skilled tasks with
improved dexterity.
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4
VIRTUAL REALITY
ELECTROTACTILE
FEEDBACK

4.1 Introduction
VR is an emerging technology with increasing application, whose main aim is
to enable the user to feel immersed in a 3D simulated environment and
experience the VR world, much like they experience the real world. For this to
be possible, both the hardware and software should enable the user to see the
3D virtual environment from a first-person view and to interact with it. Part of
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this interactivity may involve the user grasping and/or manipulating objects in
the VR space that has additional challenges.

Most VR researchers, e.g. Sherman and Craig [102], define VR as a computer
simulation comprised of a synthetic environment that can be perceived in such
a way so as to make the user feel immersed in a simulated environment. VR
technology can be applied to different applications, the main ones being games
for recreational or entertainment purposes or rehabilitation tools for stroke
patients. In fact, VR technology can make these applications more enjoyable
and effective [103]. Other VR applications include assisting users gain specific
skills, like training a doctor to do medical surgery [104], or help people with
spinal cord injury in controlling a car [105]. Design work may also be
conducted using VR technology, like pipelines design [106]. VR technology
can also be useful for helping users to become familiar with working in remote
place, like in the deep ocean or outer space.

Most VR systems offer visual feedback by using a HMD with head pose and
position tracking to achieve 3D perception and interactivity with the simulated
environment [107].

Alternatively, Cave Automatic Virtual Environment

(CAVE), which uses 3D data projectors aimed at walls to immerse the user in
the virtual world [108]. When combined with adequate 3D simulator software
and processing these systems can make virtual objects appear like natural
objects by producing in-depth perception of the environment [109].

Several studies have attempted integrating haptic feedback into VR systems.
These studies include: using force feedback in a medical simulation to obtain
information on virtual body surfaces [25], a commercial force feedback device
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to help users learn Chinese characters [110], and game-related actuators
integrated into a joystick for providing haptic sensation to the user [111].

However, as previously discussed, equipping a VR system with haptic
feedback can be complicated, expensive and cumbersome to the user.
Furthermore, having to wear cumbersome feedback hardware can have a
negative effect as the user can become more aware of their physical body,
reducing the sense of being immersed in the VR world.

In an attempt to overcome these limitations, this study conducted a number of
experiments by applying electrotactile feedback to the VR systems. As shown
in the previous chapter, electrotactile feedback simply involves applying
electrodes to the surface of the skin and stimulating the nerves with a mild
electric current. The main benefit of this kind of feedback system is its
simplicity and low cost. It can also deliver more bandwidth compared to
vibrotactile feedback systems, which makes electrotactile feedback capable of
delivering a diverse range of tactile sensations.

Section 4.2 of this chapter provides a brief overview of existing VR haptic
feedback systems. Section 4.3 outlines the implementation details of the
proposed electrotactile feedback system, while Section 4.4 describes some VR
applications that were developed to test the effectiveness of the proposed
feedback system. These applications include virtual hand interactions with
bouncing balls, a camp fire, textured surfaces and gun kickback. Concluding
remarks are provided in Section 4.5.
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4.2 Background
The key component of any VR system is the display that should deliver an
immersive experience to the user. There are several approaches to create 3D
visual perception. The main approaches are CAVE and HMD, see [107] and
[108]. The most expensive option is CAVE which uses 3D projectors to project
the virtual environment onto the walls, ceiling and floor of the physical room.
The user also wears active shutter 3D stereo glasses to perceive depth from the
projected images. Alternatively, a HMD display is attached to the user’s head
and supplies 3D stereo visual information to the user’s eyes.

The low cost, compact size and mobility of HMD-based display devices makes
HMD preferable over CAVE for most consumer applications. This is despite
the fact that this type of display can block the user’s view of other output and
input devices like the screen, keyboard and mouse, because the user cannot see
the surrounding real environment when wearing the headset [112].

To overcome this problem, data gloves or a hand gesture interface with
tracking, like the Leap Motion [113], can be integrated into the system. Hand
tracking and hand gesture interfaces can also facilitate incorporating touch or
haptic feedback into the system, providing the hands are not obscured by the
feedback device.

Sherman and Craig [102] mentioned that to produce an immersive and
interactive experience for users with a virtual word, a multisensory feedback
system is required such as vision, sound and haptic feedback. Haptic feedback
refers to virtual forces or other tactile information sent to the sensory neurons
in the skin or muscles of the user.
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Various researchers have made numerous attempts at incorporating haptic
and/or force feedback into VR systems. This mainly involves using vibration
and/or force feedback devices. For example, David et al. [18] developed a VR
system prototype by using a pair of vibration gloves to deliver haptic
information to a stroke patient. With this VR system, the user wears the gloves
in front of the tracking cameras that detect hand movements. Each glove has 19
DC motors in its palm and fingers and the motor vibration is activated when a
collision between an object and a virtual hand occurs.

In another VR system, Terziman et al used DC motors to vibrate the floor for
simulating the step effects of giant creatures in entertainment applications [34].
Several researchers have used force feedback devices to enrich their VR
systems. For example, Våpenstad et al. used Xitact – a hand held remote
tracking instrument to simulate laparoscopic surgery [25]. Here, a virtual
surgery simulator is controlled and manipulated in response to both vision and
force feedbacks delivered to the user. When the virtual tool makes contact with
virtual body parts, a configuration of pulleys, vacuum actuators, rubber plugs,
servomotors and elastic lines deliver appropriate forces to the tool.

A similar force pulley feedback system is used to enhance a VR Spiderman
gaming application [114]. Here, a virtual feeling of being Spiderman connected
to a spider’s web strands is achieved by delivering force feedbacks via
actuators and lines to the fingertips which work together with tracking the
user’s hand movements with a camera. This is particularly effective when the
user moves from one place to another in the VR game by swinging on the
virtual web strands as explained in [115]. This haptic feedback device has three
DC motors to apply pressure to fingertips creating effects like feeling the
surfaces on virtual objects.
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Another novel approach by Blake and Gurocak [116] proposes the use of
magnetorheological (MR) fluid actuators in a glove to deliver force feedback
for achieving virtual grasping sensations within a VR environment. A
magnetorheological fluid is a type of smart fluid that is comprised of a carrier
fluid, usually oil, filled with iron particles. When exposed to a magnetic field
the fluid greatly increases its viscosity becoming like a viscoelastic solid.
To increase the range of haptic feedback sensations, some researchers have
attempted to combine force feedback devices with vibration feedback devices.
For example, in [117], Hernandez et al. attempt to incorporate force feedback
into movable vibration tactors. Here, a force feedback device, called Omega7,
is used to deliver feedback information to the user from collisions between the
user’s virtual hand and virtual objects. The Omega7 can be described as a force
feedback handle tiled with 4x4 tactors to give both a textural feeling of the
surfaces and forces applied by them.

Although the above feedback devices can be effective in specific VR
applications, they tend to be complex, expensive, application-specific and
cumbersome to wear; particularly when electromechanical actuators and
linkages are used to deliver force feedback and/or vibrations to the user.

As discussed earlier (see Sections 2.2-2.4), bulky input/output devices tend to
make the user more conscious of the feedback device, detracting from
achieving a truly immersive experience. Furthermore, most vibration feedback
devices (e.g. tactors) have limited frequency and amplitude bandwidth, making
them incapable of delivering a diverse range of sensations which can only be
achieved by modulating both the frequency and the amplitude of the vibrations.
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Since electrotactile feedback only requires relatively simple circuits and
electrodes placed on the skin, it has potential to overcome some of the
drawbacks associated VR electro-mechanical feedback systems. Electrotactile
feedback could also reduce the cost and the amount of hardware needed to
deliver haptic feedback to a user.

Although electrotactile feedback cannot replicate direct force and other types
of touch sensations, it can produce a wide range of tactile sensations without
reducing the sensitivity of sensory nerves to the stimulus, as explained in [13,
97, 118]. By modulating the frequency, pulse width and amplitude of the
electric stimulus delivered to the skin, a variety of tactile sensations can be
produced and substituted for real world haptic sensations.

The following section provides details of the implementation of the proposed
VR electrotactile feedback system and the experiments that were performed
with various VR applications. This is followed with a discussion of the
experimental results.

4.3 Electrotactile Feedback System
4.3.1 Overview
The proposed VR feedback system is comprised of an Oculus Rift HMD [100],
with a Leap Motion hand tracking unit positioned on the front of a Rift headset,
as shown in Figure 4.1. The Oculus Rift headset and the Leap Motion unit are
connected to a computer and interfaced to applications that were implemented
with the Unity game engine [119]. A custom-built electrotactile feedback unit
is also connected to the computer and driven by the Unity game engine
applications, as depicted in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1. Oculus Rift HMD fitted with a Leap Motion hand tracker.

Figure 4.2. VR electrotactile feedback system.
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4.3.2 Visual Feedback and Hand Control
The vision feedback and hand control system consists of an Oculus Rift HMD
and a Leap Motion unit fitted to the front of the headset, as shown in Figure 4.1
and Figure 4.3. The Oculus Rift HMD incorporates head tracking hardware and
is capable in providing colour 3D stereoscopic vision to the user with 1000
viewing angle. This is similar to natural vision and enables the operator to feel
as if they are immersed in the virtual environment.

Figure 4.3 User operating VR electrotactile feedback system.

Leap Motion is a hand tracking device and is comprised of InfraRed LEDs and
stereo infrared cameras for illuminating and detecting the user’s hands. It is
capable of accurately tracking the user’s hands, fingers (and/or a pointing tool)
in real time and delivering this information to an application in skeletal form.

The Unity game engine software enables the programmer to devise interactive
virtual 3D environments and provides the user with a first-person stereo view
of a simulated 3D environment and the user’s virtual hand via the Oculus Rift
HMD.
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Figure 4.2 depicts the flow of information between the main components of the
proposed system. Firstly, hand and head tracking information from the Leap
Motion and Oculus Rift are sent to the host computer running the VR
application. From this information, the VR application projects the user’s
virtual right hand into the environment and determines if any collisions with
objects have occurred. The animation software then calculates and delivers the
user’s virtual view of the virtual environment, to the HMD. When the user’s
virtual hands touch or collide with virtual objects an appropriate feedback
signal is sent to the user’s real hand via the electrotactile feedback unit, as
shown in Figure 4.3.

4.3.3 Electrotactile Feedback
The electrotactile feedback system is comprised of a wireless USB transmitter
unit and a single receiver unit connected to two electrodes. The electrodes are
comprised of a conductive fabric glove and an adhesive carbon electrode, as
shown in Figure 4.4. By wearing the glove and placing the adhesive electrode
on the back of the wrist, almost all the stimulus is delivered to the hand.

Tactile feedback sensations are delivered whenever the user’s virtual hand or
fingers come in contact or intersect with virtual objects. The stimulus can also
be calibrated to suit the user’s comfort level and there should be no stimulus
when there is no contact between the virtual hand and virtual objects.

By specifying combinations of pulse frequency and intensity, a range of
sensations can be delivered to the user’s hand. These sensations are matched to
the type of virtual object contacted with the virtual hands and the velocity. For
example, low intensity mild sensations represent touch, fast high-intensity
sensations represent impacts and continuous mid-high-intensity sensations
represent warm-hot-burn type sensations.
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Figure 4.4 Glove and patch electrodes connected to receiver unit.

4.4 Experiment Method
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed electrotactile feedback
system, three experiments were performed with three users. The experiments
were devised to test the electrotactile feedback unit’s ability to deliver tactile
sensations to the user’s hand, based on VR hand interactions with various
virtual objects. All the VR applications were implemented with the Unity3D
animation software development kit (SDK) within the Unity game engine.

The first experiment involved bouncing a ball in an isolated area by hitting it.
The second experiment involved touching walls and feeling their texture. The
third experiment involved tactile interactions with a camp fire inside an
isolated room. Prior to each experiment, each user was asked to set the
minimum intensity to zero and the maximum to the highest intensity they could
tolerate continuously.
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4.4.1 Bouncing Ball
In this experiment three virtual balls (large, medium and small) were setup to
bounce within a walled, virtual environment with near perfect elastic collisions
with the walls, ceiling and floor. The user’s hand is tracked with the
LeapMotion sensor. Whenever a ball contacts the user’s virtual hand, tactile
stimulus is delivered to the user’s real hand. The amount of stimulus depends
on the size and speed of the ball. Figure 4.5 shows a screenshot of the bouncing
balls and user’s hand in the virtual environment. The game’s objective is for
the user to use their hand to hit the balls and make them bounce around the
virtual room faster and faster.
The user was then asked to repeat the task, both with and without the tactile
feedback switched on, and indicate if the tactile feedback improved the VR
immersive experience and interactivity. After five minutes of use each, all
users reported that the electrotactile feedback made them feel more immersed
in the game, aware of when a ball was hit and this improved their concentration
on the objective task.

Figure 4.5 Hitting bouncing balls in a VR environment.
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4.4.2 Camp Fire
The objective of the camp fire experiment was for the users to experience
temperature changes within a virtual environment via electrotactile feedback.
This involved setting up a simulated fire near the back of the environment and
triggering tactile feedback events when the user’s virtual hand is near the fire,
as shown in Figure 4.6. The intensity of the stimulus delivered to the user
depends on the distance between the hand and the fire; the maximum intensity
occurs when the hand is inside the fire. Users were asked to first feel the
warmth from the fire and then to hold their hand in the fire. All users reported
that they could feel the warmth and heat from the fire. None of the users were
able to tolerate holding their hand in the fire for more than a second through
fear/reaction to being burnt.

Figure 4.6. Feeling a camp fire in a VR environment.
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4.4.3 Touching Different Textures
In this experiment, four different surface textures were rendered on the walls
and the floor of a virtual environment, as shown in Figure 4.7, namely smooth,
course brick, bumpy plaster and multi-cavity. Each textured surface was
mapped to a different tactile feedback stimulus by setting the frequency and
intensity to approximate the texture. Textures were arbitrarily assigned to walls
and the floor prior to the user entering the virtual environment. Users were first
asked to familiarise themselves with the different textures on the walls and
floor by feeling them with their virtual hand and then exit the room. The
textures were then reassigned to different walls and hidden from view by
rendering the walls and floor with blank colours. Each user was then asked to
re-enter the environment and identify the walls based on their (hidden) texture.
All users were able to correctly classify the walls and floor based on their
texture.

Figure 4.7. Touching textured walls within a VR environment.
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4.4.4 Boot Camp Gun Kickback Demo
Boot camp is a third-person demonstration shooting game available in the
Unity3D SDK, see Figure 4.8. To enhance the interactivity, a tactile feedback
jolt sensation was applied to the hand when each shot was fired in order to give
a gun kickback sensation to the user when the gun was fired. Users were asked
to play the game both with and without the tactile kickback turned on. All users
reported that the electrotactile feedback was effective at simulating the type of
kickback sensation produced by the gun and this improved the VR
immersiveness and game playing experience.

Figure 4.8. Shooting a gun with kickback in a VR game.

4.5 Conclusion
Haptic feedback technology when applied to VR applications can offer
improved immersion and interactivity. However, most existing VR haptic
feedback systems are expensive, require the user to wear cumbersome
feedback hardware and are limited in the type of haptic sensations they can
deliver to the user. To improve on these limitations, this study proposes an
alternative feedback system based on electrotactile feedback which is compact,
simple, inexpensive and capable of delivering a variety of feedback sensations
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to the user. The experimental results demonstrate how electrotactile feedback
can enhance the sense of immersion and interactivity for VR users.
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5
SUBSTITUTE
SUBSTITUTE TACTILE
SENSING OF
OF TEXTURES
WITH ELECTROTACTILE
FEEDBACK

5.1 Introduction
Tactile or touch sensing is important because it can not only enable the
presence of objects to be detected by touch, it can also enable an object’s
properties to be determined by feeling the object’s characteristics such as
shape, size and texture. Detecting the texture of an object’s surface by touch is
particularly important because it can also be used to determine the pressure
required for grasping and lifting an object, and for determining an object’s
hardness and surface rigidity.
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Delivering tactile feedback sensations to amputees with prosthetic hands has
become a significant challenge in recent times. Although, some progress has
been made by connecting tactile sensors to electromechanical force and/or
vibration feedback systems, these systems have difficulty resolving object
features, like textures, and can be rather bulky to wear. Implanted electrodes
connected to tactile sensors have been shown to perform better, but this
requires invasive surgery to fit the implanted electrodes and leaves the amputee
with wires or terminals emerging from underneath the skin.

As mentioned previously, electro-tactile feedback involves delivering electroneural stimulus to the user via electrodes placed on the surface of the skin. By
varying the frequency and amplitude of the pulses, a wide variety of sensations
ranging from mild tingling sensations to painful sharp jolts can be delivered to
the user’s skin. Electrotactile feedback has previously been used for the
teleoperation of robots [118], hearing aids [120], substitute visual perception
systems [12], and for monitoring the grip force of prosthetic hands [121]. But,
can electrotactile feedback be used to provide haptic feedback of the textures of
surfaces?

In an attempt to answer this question, a vibration sensor was obtained, mounted
within a synthetic finger and connected to the electrotactile feedback system
described in Chapter 2. The vibration sensor was coupled to thin synthetic
rubber skin covering the artificial finger so that when the finger was rubbed
over a surface, the sensor detects vibrations caused by friction between the
surface and the synthetic skin. The sensor data was then processed and
delivered to the electrotactile feedback system which in turn stimulates nerves
in the skin via adhesive electrodes placed on the skin.
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Mapping electro-tactile sensations to different textures was done by firstly,
using the intensity of the electro-stimulus to approximate the coarseness and
pressure applied to the textured surface, and secondly, by using the electrical
pulse frequency to represent the granularity of the surface. By having no
electro-mechanical or moving parts the proposed electrotactile feedback system
is compact, convenient, less expensive than other types of tactile feedback
systems and requires no invasive surgery.

The experimental results showed that this approach to the tactile perception of
textures was capable of delivering a wide variety of sensations in response to
the artificial finger being dragged across different textured surfaces.
Furthermore, it also allowed users to correctly classify surfaces based on the
feedback sensations alone.

To explain this in more detail, the following section provides a brief overview
of prior research on tactile feedback. Section 5.3 provides the implementation
details of the proposed electrotactile (texture detection) feedback system.
Section 5.4 provides details of the experiments conducted and Section 5.5
provides some concluding remarks on the experimental results.

5.2 Background
Touch sensing abilities in humans are due to the existence of sensory
mechanoreceptors within the skin. There are four types of mechanoreceptors,
namely, the Meissener corpuscles, Merkel disk, Pacinian corpuscles and Rufini
corpuscles, as explained in Chapter 2. The different types of mechanoreceptors
are activated by different types of stimulus making it possible for people to
determine both the cause of the stimulus and the physical characteristics of
objects based on their texture, size, edges, shape, temperature, etc. Since the
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mechanoreceptors are unevenly distributed throughout the skin, the same type
of stimulus might feel different depending on the skin where the stimulus is
applied.

Several researches have attempted to develop various types of haptic feedback
systems to help amputees gain improved use of prosthetic hands and legs, see
[121, 122] for reviews. Similar haptic feedback systems have also been used to
facilitate the control of teleoperated robots and to improve the interactivity and
the immersive effects of VR technologies, see [42, 118, 123]. Most of these
haptic feedback systems involve the use of tactile sensors to detect or measure
surface variations, like pressure, texture or temperature. Sensory data from the
sensors is then processed and delivered to a wearable or desktop haptic device.

Most wearable haptic devices involve to use of electromechanical motors or
actuators for mechanically stimulating the sensory mechanoreceptors within
the skin [124]. For example, Tanaka et al. [125] utilised a piezo crystal to
detect collisions with objects and a speaker coil actuator to deliver the haptic
feedback information to the user’s skin. Similarly, Sarakoglou et al [123]
utilized force sensors and vibrating actuators to obtain and deliver tactile
feedback information from a robot arm to the user. This system used a soft
array of force sensors tiled on the robot’s fingers and an array of vibrating DC
motors (tactors) to stimulate the user’s skin. These tactors deform the user’s
skin in response to a surface being touched by the tactile sensor. However,
each tactor is only capable of delivering a single (binary) stimulus to the skin
and therefore cannot easily be used for recognising different textures. The
tactor array is also considerably cumbersome for the user to wear.

Researchers have also used tactors to deliver tactile sensations to the user from
sensors mounted on a prosthetic hand. For example, Jimenez and Fishel [122]
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devised a system that could enable a user to differentiate the weight and
pressure applied to an object held by a prosthetic hand by using a fluid filled
pressure sensor. However, the feedback system is cumbersome to wear and can
interfere with the user’s movements. Furthermore, the sensor and feedback
system has limited bandwidth and cannot resolve fine details like textures.

Another system, proposed by McMahan et al [126], uses a voice coil pressure
sensor for detecting forces applied to an object by a teleoperated robot. The
force feedback information is then sent to a Phantom Omni which is operated
by the user. The Phantom Omni is a desktop input-output device that accepts
3D movements from the user’s hand and can deliver force feedback back to the
hand to resist the hand movements. The Phantom Omni was originally
implemented to facilitate the operation of surgical robots [127]. This was
achieved by using the force-touch feedback sensations to help the operator of
the robot to interact with the internal body parts encountered in minimally
invasive surgery. Although the Phantom Omni is suitable for performing telesurgery, its use for other haptic feedback applications is limited due to its
cumbersome size and weight.

Non-mechanical systems, based on electrically stimulating sensory nerves in
the skin with sensor data, have also been utilised for delivering haptic
information to the user. For example, Yamamoto et al [128] used a
piezoelectric polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) film as a tactile sensor array for
detecting surface irregularities. Deformations in the polymer sensor array are
delivered to an electrostatic display which is worn by the user. This
arrangement can enable the user to remotely feel surface irregularities as
electrostatic sensations by sliding one of their fingers across the electrostatic
display. However, the display is a relatively bulky and is limited in its
applications due to the need for the user to slide their finger along the
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electrostatic display area. Furthermore, the sensor array has to be held static in
order for the user to “feel” the remotely sensed surface.

Optical sensors have also been incorporated into tactile feedback systems. For
example, Kajimoto [42] introduced a feedback system called SmartTouch and
SmartTool [42, 129]. These feedback systems are comprised of an optical
sensor that is swiped across the surface to detect stripes or edges based on light
and/or colour variations. The sensor information is delivered to a small array
of electrodes that is placed on a finger of the user. Although this system can
enable the user to feel surface variations on an electrotactile display, based on
light and/or colour variations, it is unable to detect features finer than the array
elements (e.g. textures) or surfaces variations that have uniform colour.

A tactile detection system developed by Edwards et al. [130], utilised a
miniature microphone as the tactile detection sensor. The microphone was
incorporated into an artificial finger in an attempt to mimic some of the
characteristics of mechanoreceptors within human skin. Sounds produced by
friction between the artificial finger and various textured surfaces were
recorded and then processed offline by using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT),
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and a clustering algorithm. Although this
approach was able to recognise the textures of the learnt surfaces, the output
produced from unknown textures, or variations in the swipe direction, or
pressure, proved uncertain. Also, the need to always record, process and learn
new sensory data makes this method unsuitable for prosthetic hands or
teleoperated robots which have the human brain available to perform much of
the learning and classification task.

In an attempt to overcome many of limitations of existing tactile feedback
systems, experiments were undertaken with the electrotactile feedback system
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(described in Chapter 2) coupled to a crystal vibration sensor, similar to those
used in vinyl record player cartridges. The vibration sensor was mounted in a
synthetic finger and mechanically coupled to thin rubber skin covering the
artificial finger. This arrangement was shown to respond well to being dragged
across textured surfaces. The experiments showed that by processing the sensor
data from the artificial finger and delivering the resultant haptic information to
the electrotactile feedback system, both perception and classification of
textured surfaces was possible.

In the following sections of this chapter, a detailed description of the
electrotactile feedback system is provided together with the experimental
results obtain from trials on various textured surfaces.

5.3 Electrotactile Feedback System
5.3.1 Overview
To develop the proposed electrotactile (texture detecting) feedback system, an
artificial finger was fabricated with a crystal vibration sensor mounted inside.
The vibration sensor was coupled to the finger’s latex skin. The signal from the
vibration sensor is amplified and filtered to reduce high frequency noise, and
then streamed into the host computer via an Analogue-to-Digital Converter
(ADC). The sensor stream data is then processed and sent to the electrotactile
feedback system (described in Chapter 2) which delivers the haptic sensations
wirelessly to the user via electrodes placed on the skin. A block diagram of the
system is depicted in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Block diagram of the tactile feedback system

5.3.2 Vibration (Texture) Sensor
To provided a continuous stream of sensor data to experiment with, a rotating
platter with four different textured surfaces was constructed (see Figure 5.2a).
The artificial finger was mounted on a swinging arm so that it could make
contact with the moving textured surfaces on the platter. To change the
pressure applied to the finger, a set of small weights was used. The outer track
of the platter was comprised of just a smooth surface. The next two tracks were
comprised of bonded sand and rice, respectively, to give a fine and coarse
textured surface, respectively. The inner track was comprised of spaced
matchsticks to give a very coarse (lumpy) textured surface. Figure 5.2b shows
the artificial finger resting on one of the textured surfaces and Figure 5.2c
illustrates the position of the sensor within the artificial finger.
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Figure 5.2. (a) Textured platter. (b) Artificial finger resting on platter.
(c) Sensor position in artificial finger.
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The artificial finger is covered with a thin latex layer to both protect the sensor
from damage and to facilitate its movement across the textured surfaces. To
reduce unwanted noise, a low-pass 300 Hz filter and amplifier was used. The
amplified signal is then delivered to the host computer via a Labview NI-DAQ
6210 data acquisition card for digitising and processing. The NI-DAQ 620
interface card has 16-bit resolution and a 250ks/s sampling rate which proved
more than sufficient for this application.

5.3.3 Signal Processing
To process the sensor data, a signal processing application was developed
using the LabView development environment. The main objective being to
isolate signal frequency and amplitude characteristics that are dependent on the
granularity of the surface and the pressure applied to the finger, respectively,
and to transform this to within the electrotactile feedback system’s input
parameters. For example, low frequency and high intensity stimulus could be
used to represent coarse grain textures with a hard contact, high frequency and
low intensity could be used to represent fine grain textures with a light contact.

Tests showed that the amplitude of the output signal from the vibration sensor
did vary linearly in relation to the amount of pressure applied to the sensor as it
was moved across the surface. However, the sensor output waveform contained
multiple frequencies and FFT analysis show that the predominate frequency
components did not vary across the test textures in a linear fashion. To deal
with this, it was decided to use a map structure to associate principal
component frequencies (from sample textures), to appropriate frequencies to be
delivered to the user from the electrotactile feedback unit (i.e. between 10Hz to
120Hz).
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5.3.4 Electrotactile Feedback
To deliver the electrotactile texture signal to the user’s skin, the single channel
electrotactile feedback unit, described in Chapter 2 (Sect. 2.6), was used. The
electrodes from the receiver were placed on the centre of the back of the hand,
as shown in Figure 5.3. This arrangement tends to focus the stimulus on the
smaller electrode and did not cause the hand to contract because the electrodes
were positioned to not directly stimulate any muscles. The maximum stimulus
was also adjusted to be mild and completely painless. Figure 5.4 shows typical
example output signals produced by the sensor when placed on the different
textured surfaces.

Figure 5.3 Electrodes attached at the skin of a user
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Figure 5.4 Sensory output signals. (a) Plastic. (b) Sand. (c) Rice.
(d) Matchsticks
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For the smooth surface at medium pressure there was very little vibration (see
Figure 5.4a). This produced stimulus at around 100Hz with low intensity.
Figure 5.4b and 5.4c show the output produced by the sensor when the finger
was placed on the sand and rice surface, respectively, at medium pressure. This
produced stimulus at frequencies of 90Hz and 50Hz, respectively, with
medium intensity. Figure 5.4d shows the output from the sensor when the
finger was placed on the matchstick surface at medium pressure. As shown, the
matchstick surface produced brief periods of high frequency bursts as the
sensor bumped into the matchsticks. This caused the electrotactile stimulus to
deliver corresponding 100Hz bursts at high intensity with low intensity in
between.

5.4 Experimental Results
Experiments were conducted with the artificial finger on five subjects. The five
subjects were male university students in their mid-20s. The main aim of the
experiments was to see if the subjects could blindly interpret the electrotactile
signal and correctly by naming the textured surface and the pressure (low,
medium or high) applied by the artificial finger.

Prior to conducting the experiments each subject was fitted with the electrodes
and given 10 minutes to become familiar with the electrotactile feedback
system, the artificial finger and the rotating textured platter. This was done by
moving the finger over various surfaces and at various applied pressures so that
the user could become familiar with what the different textures and pressures
“felt” like. The artificial finger and platter were then placed out of sight from
the user, as shown in Figure 5.5. The user was also fitted with ear muffs so that
no sounds produced by the apparatus could be heard. The supervisor then
repeatedly placed the artificial finger on randomly selected tracks, on the
rotating textured platter, and applied randomly selected pressure to the artificial
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finger. Each time the subject was asked what type of surface they thought the
artificial finger was touching and how much pressure was being applied. All
subjects were able to correctly classify the surface textures. On average, the
subjects were able to correctly classify the applied pressure 75% of the time.
This could be improved with the use of a force sensor in conjunction with the
vibrator sensors.

Figure 5.5 Texture perception test

5.5 Conclusion
This chapter describes a proposed a tactile sensing and feedback system that is
based on detecting surface textures with a vibration sensor and interpreting this
information via electrotactile stimulation of the user’s skin. The proposed
electrotactile feedback system has benefits over existing electromechanical
feedback systems in that it can deliver a wide variety of sensations to the user
and is compact and comfortable for the user to wear. The experimental results
show that this feedback system is capable of enabling various textured surfaces
to be identified to within a reasonable degree of accuracy.
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6
ELECTROTACTILE
FEEDBACK SYSTEM FOR
PROSTHETIC HANDS
6.1 Introduction
The human hand and the associated sensory nerves have evolved over time to
provide

humans

with

considerable

dexterity

for

performing

object

manipulations, as explained in [131]. This level of dexterity requires precise
control of hand and finger muscles with feedback from a complex array of
sensory nerves within the hands [132]. By grasping an object and receiving
tactile feedback, people are able to perceive various properties of an object, e.g.
shape, weight and texture, that may facilitate either manipulation or
classification of the object [133]. This complexity poses challenging problems
toward the development of prosthetic hands and the rehabilitation of amputees
who have lost one or both hands.
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It is estimated that there are over three million amputees worldwide living with
the loss of one or both hands. Most prosthetic hands available today provide
limited control of artificial fingers with no proper somatic sensory feedback.
Consequently, amputees have to rely mainly on visual feedback and a careful
control when using a prosthetic hand to pick up or manipulate objects. This can
make the prosthetic hand feel unnatural, awkward and distracting which can
sometimes result in the amputee refusing to use the prosthetic hand, as
explained in [134]. This chapter discusses experiments that were performed,
with the electrotactile feedback system described in Chapter 2, to address some
of these problems.

This Chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 provides a brief background
review of related work. Section 6.3 provides the implementation details of the
proposed electro-tactile feedback system and a description of the
anthropomorphic (human like) robotic hand used to conduct the experiments
with. Section 6.4 presents some preliminary experimental results that
demonstrate how the proposed electrotactile feedback system can provide
useful tactile feedback information when gripping and manipulating objects.
Section 6.5 provides some concluding remarks on the experimental results.

6.2 Background
Researchers have been investigating various methods for providing force
feedback from prosthetic hands. Most feedback systems involve the use of
various types of force sensors embedded in a prosthetic hand, in combination
with various methods for delivering the tactile information to the brain, see
Jiminez and Fishel [122] for a comprehensive review.
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Force sensing is generally achieved by using three methods: (1) pressuresensitive resistive films, (2) back EMF from finger actuators, or (3) hydraulic
fluid within rubber membrane fingertips and pressure transducers [135].

Interfacing force sensors to an amputee can be achieved by either surgically
implanting electrodes that stimulate sensory nerves [136, 137], or through noninvasive feedback methods that include the use of vibrators [138], air pressure
[139] or spatially mapped tactile displays that use pressure, vibration, shear
force or temperature to stimulate the skin [140, 141].

Despite recent advances with the use of force sensors and implanted electrodes,
these systems are expensive, surgically invasive and may pose an infection risk
if the cables that emerge from the skin come loose or are dislodged from the
skin. Although non-invasive tactile feedback methods involving temperature,
vibrations or electromechanical force have less information bandwidth than
implanted electrodes, they have been shown to improve the use and the sense
of ownership of prosthetic hands by making them feel less like a tool to some
extent and more like a natural part of the amputee’s body [31-33].

Other researchers, like Saunders and Vijayakumar [31], have investigated the
potential use of vibrotactile feedback for informing a user of the force applied
by a robotic hand when gripping an object. Here, eight motoric vibrators
(tactors) are fitted to the user’s arm, wrist and elbow. A light gripping force
activates the tactors nearest to the wrist, whereas, a stronger gripping force
activates the tactors nearest to the elbow. Saunders and Vijayakumar report that
subjects are able to grip, lift up and put down objects more effectively despite
having only one force sensor monitoring the open-close action of the hand.
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Similar results were achieved by D’Alonzo’s [32] with the development of a
vibrating tactor with higher bandwidth. Their tactor was constructed from three
DC vibration motors and was able to generate different haptic sensations by
using a combination of different speeds applied to the three vibrating motors.
Kim and Colgate [33] also developed a compound 2-DOF tactor which could
deliver additional information, like low or high touch pressure from a robotic
hand. Due to the large size of their 2-DOF tactor, Kim and Colgate chose to
mount the tactor on the centre of the user’s chest.

The main criticism directed at prosthetic hand vibrotactile feedback systems is
their low bandwidth and limitations in reproducing natural touch sensations. To
address this issue, researchers have proposed prosthetic hand feedback systems
that apply forces to the skin, instead of vibrations. For example, Antfolk et al.
[139] developed a mechanical force feedback device for delivering force
sensations from a prosthetic hand to the user. Their proposed system uses five
servo motors to deliver force information from five pressure-sensors mounted
on the fingers of a prosthetic hand. A protruding button is fitted to each servo
motor to deliver the prosthetic finger force information to the skin of the user’s
forearm. In another study, Ajoudani et al. [142] used a combination of DC
motors and pulleys to deliver grip force information from a prosthetic hand to
the user by applying equivalent pressure to the upper arm.

Although these force feedback systems can enable the user to distinguish
between the pressure applied by prosthetic fingers and the grip force applied by
a prosthetic hand, these force feedback systems generally have a limited
bandwidth and are cumbersome to wear which can make the prosthetic hand
feel somewhat unnatural. To address these issues, this study aims to propose an
alternative haptic feedback system for a prosthetic hand involving electrotactile
feedback.
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Previously, electro-tactile stimulation systems have been devised for providing
substitute visual perception to the blind, e.g. [12, 143]. Furthermore, previous
studies like [144, 145] have attempted to develop multi-electrode electrotactile
feedback systems for achieving various types of haptic communication and
perception. Their results show that electro-tactile feedback has potential for
delivering haptic sensations from devices such as prosthetic hands but the
information can be difficult to resolve when too many closely spaced
electrodes are used.

To address the low bandwidth issue of vibrotactile and force feedback systems,
and to improve on previous work with electrotactile feedback, this study
attempts to propose an alternative versatile and configurable multi-channel
electrotactile feedback system for prosthetic hands. The proposed system
consists of adhesive force sensors, that can be placed anywhere on a prosthetic
hand, and adhesive electrodes that can be placed almost anywhere on the user’s
skin. The system is compact and comparatively inexpensive, and could be
fitted to existing prosthetic hands or built into new prosthetic hands.
Experimental results are provided that show how this form of tactile feedback
may enable a user of a prosthetic hand to feel objects gripped with a prosthetic
hand.

In the following section the implementation details of the proposed
electrotactile feedback system are provided together with a description of the
anthropomorphic robotic hand used to test the system. This is followed with
details of the experiments performed to test the system and some concluding
remarks on the experimental results.
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6.3 Prosthetic Hand Electrotactile Feedback System
6.3.1 Overview
The proposed electrotactile feedback system consists of: force sensors that are
placed on the fingers and palm of a prosthetic hand, interfacing circuits for
processing sensor data, and adhesive electrodes for delivering the tactile
information to the user’s skin. To test the proposed system, force sensors are
fitted to an anthropomorphic robotic hand that is controlled via a data glove. A
software-based control panel was implemented on the system’s computer to
monitor sensory data and deliver appropriate pulses to the adhesive electrodes
that were fitted to the user’s right arm. The anthropomorphic robotic hand was
manually positioned with the user’s right hand and controlled with the user’s
left hand via the data glove. This arrangement enabled the user to control the
anthropomorphic hand and experience feedback from the electrotactile
feedback system simultaneously.

6.3.2 Robot Hand and Tactile Sensors
The robotic hand consists of an EH1 Milano series anthropomorphic hand from
Prensilia, as shown in Figure 6.1. This robotic hand is approximately the same
size and configuration as an adult male’s forearm and hand. It has six motors
and tendons for manipulating the fingers and thumb. Five motors are used for
bending the fingers and one motor is used for the abduction and adduction of
the thumb. This configuration enables the EH1 hand to manipulate and grip a
wide variety of objects with different shapes and sizes, as shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 EH1 Milano robot hand adapted from [145]

To provide the EH1 hand with a tactile force sensing, 16 polymer film force
sensors were fitted to the fingers and palm of the hand, as shown in Figure 6.2
and Figure 6.3. Each force sensor was custom-cut from a FlexiForce FSR408
sensor strip by Interlink Electronics, as shown in Figure 6.2a. To attach wires
to the force sensors, thin copper conductors were inserted and bonded between
the polymer film and velostat layer, as shown in Figure 6.2b. Figure 6.2c
shows the force sensors fitted to the fingertips of the EH1 hand. The force
sensors were tested and found to have infinite resistance when no force was
applied, 50K ohms resistance when light pressure was applied, and less than
5K ohms when firm pressure was applied.

Each finger and the thumb on the EH1 hand was fitted with three force sensors,
as shown in Figure 6.3. The force sensors were bonded to the distal, middle
and proximal phalanges of the fingers, as shown in Figure 6.3a. A larger force
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sensor was applied to the EH1 hand’s palm, as shown in Figure 6.3a. The
sensors were then covered with a thin layer of neoprene to improve the hand’s
grip and distribute pressure across each sensors surface more evenly when
objects are gripped, as shown in Figure 6.3b.

a

b

c

Figure 6.2 (a) FSR480 force sensor strip. (b) Force sensors cut from FSR480
sensor strip. (c). Cut force sensors mounted on a robotic finger.

a

b

Figure 6.3 (a) EH1 robotic hand fitted with force sensors. (b) EH1 robotic
hand with neoprene layer covering force sensors.
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The force sensors were connected to the analogue inputs of a microprocessor
control board via voltage divider circuits. The control board samples the
analogue sensory data twenty times per second and sends the data to the system
computer for further processing. The processed sensor data is then forwarded
to the electrotactile feedback system.

6.3.3 Electrotactile Feedback System
To deliver tactile information from the EH1 hand to the user, the wireless
electrotactile feedback system, described in Chapter 2, was configured for
providing six channels of electrical stimulus to the user’s skin, each with
independent controllable frequency and intensity. Six electrodes were placed
on the user’s right arm, as shown in Figure 6.4. A common ground electrode
was also attached to the back of user’s arm. Although the electrodes can be
attached anywhere on the user’s skin, the arrangement shown in Figure 6.4
proved adequate for experimentation.

Figure 6.4. User’s right arm fitted with electrodes.

The mapping between the EH1 robotic hand sensors and the electrodes adhered
to the user’s lower arm is shown in Figure 6.5. This arrangement allowed the
user to receive six separate channels of stimulus via sensory nerves in the skin
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(five for each finger and one for the palm). As the stimulus is relatively mild,
painless (adjustable for user comfort), it did not result in any significant muscle
contractions during the experiments.

Figure 6.5 Mapping between sensors with electrodes.

Since each EH1 robot finger has three force sensors delivering tactile
information to one adhesive electrode, three separate stimulation frequencies
are mapped for each sensor, i.e. distal phalange: 100hz, middle phalange: 60hz,
proximal phalange: 30hz and the palm: 20hz. To avoid confusion, rather than
mix the frequencies coming from separate activated sensors on each finger,
only the frequency from the sensor with the most applied force (i.e. lowest
resistance) is applied to the corresponding electrode.

The intensity of the pulses delivered to each electrode depends on the amount
of force applied to the associated sensors. As aforementioned, only the finger
sensor with a maximum applied force is passed through to a corresponding
electrode. For simplicity, the intensity is divided into four levels to represent
zero, light, medium and high force.
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To adjust the electrotactile settings and to monitor the sensor and feedback
data, a graphical user interface (control panel) was implemented, as shown in
Figure 6.6. The control panel has several controllable settings to adjust the
maximum stimulus delivered to each finger and the palm. The control panel
also has indicators for monitoring the raw sensor data, plus the intensity and
frequency of the pulses sent to the electrodes on the user’s skin.

Figure 6.6. Feedback system’s control panel.

6.4 Experimental Results
To demonstrate the potential of the proposed electrotactile feedback system, a
handle was fitted to its EH1 robotic hand allowing the hand to be held and
positioned with the user’s right hand. On the user’s left hand, a P5 data glove
was fitted and linked to the EH1 hand (as shown in Figure 6.7) and the
electrodes were fitted to the user’s right arm. This arrangement allows the user
to move the EH1 hand with their right hand, control the fingers with their left
hand, and experience the tactile feedback via the electrodes on the right arm.
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Both the gripping forces from sensors on the EH1 hand and the electrotactile
feedback delivered to users via the adhesive electrodes can also be observed
via the control panel, as shown in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.7 P5 data glove for controlling the robot hand.
Two experiments were conducted with five users to determine if the
electrotactile feedback could enable them to more effectively hold and
manipulate objects with the EH1 robotic hand. Prior to each trial, every user
was asked to adjust the maximum level of intensity of the electrotactile
feedback signals to suit their preference. The first experiment involved picking
up and putting down various objects using different gripping positions. The
second experiment involved gripping, holding and manipulating objects that
have similar size and shape but different weights.

With the first experiment, different objects including a mobile phone, tennis
ball and jam jar were placed on a table. The supervisor then demonstrates, with
his own hand, how each object should be picked up and put down with the
robot hand.
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Figure 6.8. Robot hand gripping a tennis ball with:
(a) five fingers (b) three fingers (c) two fingers.

Figure 6.8 shows examples of a user gripping a tennis ball with (a) five fingers,
(b) three fingers and (c) two fingers. The green-coloured vertical bars on the
user interface show the intensity and frequency of the electrotactile feedback
from palm, thumb, pointer, middle, ring and little fingers, respectively.
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After 20 minutes of picking up and putting down objects with the robot hand,
with both the electrotactile feedback turned on and off, each user was asked to
comment on any effect that the feedback had on performing these tasks. All the
users reported that the electrotactile feedback improved their ability to pick up,
hold and put down objects. The general opinion was that the electrotactile
feedback made them more aware of the objects being held by the robot hand
and there was less need to see what the robot hand was doing.

For the second experiment, objects with similar size and different weights were
placed on the table (e.g. metal and plastic pipes, full and empty bottles, etc.).
The users were asked to alternate between picking up lighter and heavier
objects. They were also asked to apply only sufficient force to prevent the
objects from slipping from the robotic hand’s fingers and to try to manipulate
the objects around, within the robotic hand, by manipulating the robotic hand’s
fingers.

It was found that without electro-tactile feedback, most users frequently
dropped the heaver objects and often applied more force than necessary to pick
and manipulate the lighter objects. When the electrotactile feedback was turned
on, all users demonstrated that they were able to pickup and manipulate the
same objects without slippage or deformation occurring. For example, Figure
6.9 (a) and (b) shows a snapshot of a golf ball and a lighter plastic ball being
manipulated between the thumb and pointer finger with different forces applied
by the fingers. Similarly, Figure 9 (b) and (c) shows a snapshot of a heavy
metal pipe and a lighter plastic pipe being held by the robotic hand and the
learnt finger forces applied to maintain grip of these objects.
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Figure 6.9. Robot hand gripping: (a) a golf ball. (b) a plastic ball.
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b

Figure 6.10. Robot hand gripping: (a) a steel pipe. (b) a PVC pipe.
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6.5 Conclusion
The development of a prosthetic hand capable of the same tactile sensations as
a natural hand remains a major challenge facing prosthetic technologies. The
work described in this chapter presents some preliminary results of a prototype
electro-tactile feedback system for a prosthetic hand. The proposed electrotactile feedback system is comprised of force sensors that can be placed almost
anywhere on a prosthetic hand and electrotactile feedback electrodes that can
be placed on the user’s arm or other location. The system has benefits in that it
is inexpensive, multi-channel and can be fitted to existing anthropomorphic or
prosthetic hands with relative ease. Although more extensive experimentation
is needed to fully evaluate this type of haptic feedback system, the preliminary
experimental results show that electrotactile feedback has potential for
assisting a user of a prosthetic hand to become more aware of objects held and
manipulated with the prosthetic hand.
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7
ACQUIRING MOTOR
SKILLS USING HAND
TRACKING AND
ELECTROTACTILE
FEEDBACK

7.1 Introduction
The proliferation and widespread use of personal computers at home, at work
and in education, places considerable demands on students and employees to
be able to use the keyboard effectively. Keyboarding involves sequentially
pressing the correct keys on the keyboard for entering text, and also performing
specialised functions like:

"copy", "paste", "page-up", "help", etc. which

sometimes involves pressing multiple keys simultaneously.
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Touch-typing is considered as a subset of keyboarding, which requires the user
to be able to type accurately. Touch-typing can be learned either with
traditional classroom style lessons or with specialised tutorial applications.

The advent of the internet and the proliferation of the personal computer has
resulted in most people being exposed to the computer and keyboard before
they have learnt to touch-type via formal lessons or typing tutor applications.
Although, continued general use of the computer and keyboard can help
computer users to become familiar with the key positions and to be able to
enter text without having to look at the keyboard, it rarely results in the correct
fingers being used to press the correct keys on the keyboard.

This can result in bad typing habits being acquired like pressing keys with the
wrong fingers or using certain fingers too much or too little. Consequently, by
the time most students are required to learn to touch-type many of them have
acquired bad typing habits which can make correct touch-typing a more
frustrating and difficult skill for the student to learn and the teacher to teach.

This chapter reports on attempts made by this study to address this problem
through the development of a novel touch typing training system involving
finger tracking and electrotactile feedback. This is achieved by exposing the
user to specific keyboard characters via sound and/or visual cues and
electrically stimulating the appropriate finger that should be used to action that
character on the keyboard. The experimental results show that after repeated
exposure to this form of associative learning, the correct finger-character
response becomes more reflexive which can help to reduce the amount of time
and effort needed to learn (or relearn) the correct touch-typing finger-key
associations.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 provides a
brief overview of related work within this field. Section 7.3 presents the
implementation details of the proposed finger-character associative learning
system. Section 7.4 describes some preliminary experimental results that
demonstrate the potential of the proposed associative learning system at
assisting computer users to learn or improve their touch typing skills. Finally,
Section 7.5 provides some concluding remarks and future work to be done.

7.2 Background
Learning can be described as the process or act of acquiring knowledge,
behaviors or skills and involves stimulus from the environment, reaction and
repetition [48]. Much of this process involves the learning of associations that
relate one thing to another.

There are two types of associative learning which are referred to as classical
and operant conditioning [147]. Classical conditioning occurs when two
separate stimuli occur frequently at the same time and become associated
together resulting in either stimulus producing the same response. Operant
conditioning occurs when a certain response to stimuli is rewarded or punished
resulting in that response becoming reinforced or avoided. For example, a
hungry dog will naturally do salivation when given food. In a classic
experiment, Parlov [148] gave food to a dog which was paired with a tonal
sound. After several trials the dog would salivate in response to the tone. This
experiment showed that the associative learning process can cause a subject to
do something unconsciously or automatically after being given enough reflex
eliciting stimuli.

Acquiring motoric skills, such as touch-typing or playing the piano requires
repetitive dexterous finger movements [149]. There are two teaching methods
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for how children can learn the piano or keyboard: (1) the constructivist method
and (2) the instruction list method [150]. The constructivist learning method
allows the student to freely explore and discover. It allows children to use the
keyboard as they wish, focusing on the student’s attention and cognitive
processes. Alternatively, the instruction list method resembles traditional
teaching methods and assumes that exploration and discovery is not effective
and tends to induce frustration in the student as they hunt-and-peck at the
keyboard. The fear is that the student will acquire bad habits which are difficult
to rectify when they try to learn proper touch-typing [151].

Various computer typing-tutor applications are available in recent years. Most
have graphical user interfaces that present text on the screen and show the user
what keys to press, and which fingers to use, with the aid of hand and keyboard
images. They have various incremental lessons and can also have touch-typing
games to keep the user interested and engaged.

Although typing tutor programs can assist users to learn or improve their
touch-typing skills they still require considerable repetitive effort from the
user, particularly, if the user has acquired incorrect or bad typing habits over a
long period of time. Another problem with existing typing tutor programs is
that they lack the means for determining if the user is pressing the correct keys
with the correct fingers which can allow users to achieve good scores while
maintaining their bad typing habits [147].

Wearable computing devices comprised of gloves fitted with vibration
actuators mounted on the fingers have been used to facilitate learning certain
motoric skills, including playing the piano [152]. However, as vibro-tactile
gloves are somewhat cumbersome and can restrict movement, they are mostly
used for Passive Haptic Learning (PHL) [153].
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For example, PHL of the piano is where the user is presented with a sequence
of audio musical notes while the appropriate fingers are vibrated in sequence at
the same time. When the user thinks he can recall the notes with his fingers, he
removes the glove and attempts to play the musical notes on the piano. This
piano PHL approach has also been tested on patients with spinal cord injuries
and shown to have some rehabilitative benefits [152].

Haptic user interfaces, like vibrotactile glove [154], have also been used to
train visually impaired people how to type Braille using a custom-built Braille
keyboard [155]. Braille keyboards have six keys which represent the six dots in
Braille alphabetic characters and one key to represent the spacebar. Both hands
are used to press the keys and most characters require multiple keys to be
pressed simultaneously. Since blind people do not have access to visual cues,
haptic finger cues from vibro-tactile gloves provides an excellent substitute.
This haptic learning approach also has the benefit that the associations between
the fingers and characters can be learnt passively, as in PHL, or actively by
pressing the keys under the fingers that are vibrated.

These vibro-tactile haptic learning experiments show that haptic stimulus can
facilitate learning the finger-key associations needed to play the piano or type
in Braille. They also show that these skills can be learnt passively or actively.
The disadvantage of using vibro-tactile gloves to stimulate the fingers is that
the gloves can be cumbersome and can impede dexterous movement of the
hands. Also, when fingers near to each other are vibrated simultaneously, it can
sometimes be hard to determine if one finger or both fingers are being vibrated.
These systems also have no monitoring or tracking of the fingers and therefore
are unable to determine if the user is pressing the correct key with the correct
finger. The main objective of this study is to overcome these disadvantages and
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show that passive and active associative learning can also be used to learn
touch-typing more effectively.

To improve the learning of touch typing with a computer, a typing tutor system
that is equipped with hand and finger tracking and electrotactile feedback is
proposed. The finger tracking enables the application to check that the correct
fingers are being used to press the correct keys. In addition to this, the system
is able to deliver electro-tactile stimulus to the fingers to facilitate the passive
and active haptic learning of associations between fingers and keys. The typing
tutor has various lessons that expose the user to both passive and active haptic
learning for maximum learning effect.

The main components of the haptic associative learning system are a
LeapMotion sensor for tracking the hands and fingers [113] and a haptic
electrotactile interface for electrically stimulating the fingers, which is
described in Chapter 2. The LeapMotion sensor is comprised of two IR
cameras and three IR LEDs and can accurately track the hands and fingers
within a one meter envelope to an accuracy of up to 0.1 millimeter in three
dimensions. It can also recognize gestures like finger “key-taps”, “finger
swipe”, “finger rotate”, etc. with low latency. The sensor unit is relatively
small and can be mounted on the desktop or keyboard to look up at the hands
(in desktop mode), or it can be mounted above the hands to look down on the
hands (in HMD mode) which is preferred for this application.

The following section provides the implementation details of the proposed
associative learning typing tutor system. Section 7.4 provides some preliminary
experimental results and some concluding remarks are provided in Section 7.5.
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7.3 Electrotactile Touch Typing Learning System
7.3.1 Overview
To test the benefit of adding hand tracking and electro-tactile stimulation to a
typing tutor application, a LeapMotion unit and the five channel electrotactile
feedback system, described in Chapter 2, was fitted to a PC, as shown in Figure
7.1. The LeapMotion unit was setup to run in HMD mode and mounted on a
bracket at the top of the screen to look down on the hands. The electrotactile
feedback system was comprised of two five channel units for stimulating all
ten fingers. A typing tutor application that utilizes these interfaces and teaches
touch-typing via passive and active haptic associative learning was also
implemented. Figure 7.2 depicts a block diagram overview of the proposed
touch-typing learning system.

Figure 7.1 PC with Leap Motion sensor (top), keyboard and electrotactile
finger stimulation unit (bottom)
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Figure 7.2 Block diagram of the system.

7.3.2 Hand Tracking
To track the movement of the fingers the LeapMotion tracking unit was setup
in HMD mode so that it can track the hands from above. The tracking unit
illuminates the hands with IR LEDs and is capable of tracking the hands and
fingers in real time using stereo infrared cameras, as shown in Figure 7.3. To
avoid unwanted IR reflections, the table was covered with dark matting and the
keyboard was lightly coated with matt black paint.
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Figure 7.3. Leap Motion and tracking unit.

7.3.3 Electrotactile Feedback System
To deliver tactile information from the computer to the user’s fingers, two five
channel electrotactile feedback units were used (see Chapter 2 for details).
Each electrotactile feedback unit is capable of providing five channels of
electrical stimulus to the user’s fingers with independent controllable
frequency and intensity. Figure 7.4 shows how the adhesive electrodes were
placed on the finger. A ground electrode was also placed on the back of the
hands as, shown in Figure 7.5.

Figure 7.4. Hand with electrodes fitted.
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Figure 7.5 Position of the feedback electrodes
.

7.3.4 Software
The software application was designed mainly to teach touch-typing via
passive and active haptic learning using electro-tactile stimulation. Tracking
the fingers was also done with a LeapMotion unit to check that the correct
fingers strike the correct keys and display this information on the screen.
Visual and audio cues were also provided as feedback to improve learning
finger-key associations in passive learning mode and to instruct the user in
active learning mode.

The user interface of the haptic touch-typing tutor has several controls and
options, as shown in Figure 7.6. Radio buttons are available to allow the user to
select which hand(s) to train; namely, left, right or both. If the user selects the
right hand, then the right hand is depicted on the screen. Likewise, selecting
the left hand or both hands depicts images of the left hand or both respectively.
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There are also radio buttons to select which part of the keyboard to learn. This
includes home keys, upper row keys, bottom row keys or number keys.

Figure 7.6. Screenshot of user interface.

The user can also select the training method, namely: “passive learning”,
“active learning with spacebar tapping”, or “active learning with key tapping”,
as explained below. The user can also select to receive finger cues, via LEDs
on the hand image on the screen or via appropriate electro-tactile finger
stimulation. Audio of the key characters to press is also available to facilitate
teaching the blind to touch-type. Selectable time delays are provided to control
the delay between key character cues and the finger cues and the delay between
presenting the next character to the user. Controls are also provided for setting
the intensity level of the electro-tactile stimulation and testing the electrotactile stimulation system.

To facilitate the selection of the above mentioned controls, a drop list is
provided for selecting the lesson. Each lesson, when selected, will select the
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appropriate options and delays. “Previous” and “Next” buttons are also
provided to move between the lessons. The lessons are arranged according to
which part of the keyboard is learnt, what hand to use and what type of
learning to perform. For example, selecting “Home Row – Right Hand –
Passive Learning” will select the radio buttons and delays appropriate for
passive learning with the right hand on the home row keys. The user can then
select to have the finger cues provided via electro-tactile stimulation or LEDs
on the hand image. Speed and accuracy tests are also available to determine the
user’s typing skill both before and after lessons are done. All lessons and tests
are timed and scores on accuracy are kept for each lesson and test. The
difference between “passive learning”, “active learning with spacebar tapping”,
or “active learning with key tapping” is explained below.

Passive learning simply involves exposing the user to a key character and
indicating the finger to be used to press that key either with LEDs on the hand
image or electro-tactile stimulation on the fingers. Active learning with
spacebar tapping involves exposing the user to a key character, indicating the
finger to be used to press that key (either with LEDs on the hand image or
electro-tactile stimulation on the fingers) and waiting for the user to tap the
spacebar with the correct finger. The LeapMotion tracker is used to determine
if the correct finger is used to tap the spacebar and the score is adjusted
accordingly.

Active learning with key tapping involves exposing the user to a key character,
indicating the finger to be used to press that key (either with LEDs on the hand
image or electrotactile stimulation on the fingers) and waiting for the user to
tap the appropriate key with the correct finger. The software monitors which
key is pressed and the LeapMotion tracker is used to determine if the correct
finger is used to tap the key. The score is adjusted accordingly.
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7.4 Experimental Method and Result
The experiments were aimed primarily at determining the effectiveness of hand
tracking for both measuring touch-typing skill levels and determining the
effectiveness of using electrotactile feedback for passive and active learning at
improving touch-typing skills.

To do this, learning trials were conducted with twelve university students. All
the students claimed that their touch-typing skills had room for improvement.
The students were given a preliminary touch-typing speed and accuracy test to
determine the level of their touch-typing skills. The students were then divided
into two groups (the “test group” and the “control group”) with each group
having an equal mix of individuals with varying skill levels.

The test group was given a number of lessons on the typing-tutor application
with the electrotactile feedback activated. The control group was given exactly
the same lessons without any electrotactile feedback.

Each individual was given instructions on how to use the typing-tutor
application followed with one hour of learning with the lessons focused on
getting the users to strike the home keys with the correct fingers. All
individuals were given speed and accuracy tests both before and after each
lesson to gauge the amount of improvement as a result of each lesson. Figure
7.7 shows a snapshot of a volunteer subject training their right hand to touch
type the home keys.

Analysis of the results revealed that all the subjects, both in the test group and
the control group, improved their speed and accuracy at striking the control
keys with the correct fingers. On average, the test group achieved an
improvement in speed of 20% and an improvement in accuracy of 50%. The
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control group on average achieved an improvement in speed of 15% and
accuracy of 20%. In both groups the improvement was more significant on
subjects with lower skill levels.

These results indicate that electrotactile stimulation can improve both the speed
and accuracy of touch-typing lessons. The experiments also show that hand
and finger tracking can facilitate both the testing and training of touch-typing.

Figure 7.7. Training with electrotactile feedback.
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7.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents a prototype touch-typing learning system with finger
tracking and haptic active and passive learning of finger-key associations.
Finger tracking is achieved with a LeapMotion hand tracking unit and custom
built finger tracking and finger gesture identification software. Electro-tactile
stimulation of the fingers is used to achieve haptic passive and active learning
of finger-key associations by giving sound and/or visual exposure of keyboard
characters and electrically stimulating the appropriate finger that should be
used to press the keyboard character.

The experimental results show two benefits from the proposed system. Firstly,
repeated exposure to active and passive electrotactile feedback learning of
finger-key associations reduces the amount of time and effort needed to learn
touch typing. Secondly, hand and finger tracking hardware and software can
facilitate gauging an individual’s level of touch-typing skill and can help with
the learning of touch-typing by ensuring that the correct fingers are being used
to strike the correct keys.
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8
CONCLUSION AND
FUTURE WORK

8.1 Conclusion
Human skin has many receptors that can enable it to receive tactile information
from the environment, for example, contact with surfaces, texture, heat and
pain. Tactile information plays an important role in providing both perception
and control feedback when performing most daily activities. Skin receptors are
also sensitive to electrical stimulation which can be used to provide haptic
feedback information from the computer to the user by varying the properties
of the electrical signal.
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The main benefit of electrotactile feedback is that it is compact and has no
mechanical components or moving parts. By electrically stimulating nerves in
the skin, electrotactile feedback has a faster response time, than electromechanical feedback systems, and can deliver a wider variety of sensations.

The main objective of this thesis relates to answering the question: can
electrotactile feedback be used to improve and/or enhance the interactivity of
control interfaces and computer applications? To answer this question an
electrotactile feedback system was devised and a number of HCI applications
were implemented for conducting various electrotactile feedback experiments.
These experiments involved:

•

teleoperating a mobile robot and robot arm with a hand gesture
interface while receiving visual and tactile feedback via a 3D headset
and an electrotactile feedback system,

•

using electrotactile feedback for achieving substitute tactile perception
of textures felt by an artificial finger,

•

controlling an anthropomorphic (prosthetic) hand while receiving
electrotactile feedback,

•

playing a first person virtual reality game while receiving electrotactile
feedback from impacts and encounters with virtual objects, and

•

learning to touch type by tracking the fingers and providing
electrotactile finger stimulation to aid with the learning of correct
finger-key associations.

Although electrotactile feedback cannot replicate all the tactile sensations
capable of being felt by human skin, the experimental results show that it can
deliver a diverse range of stimulus and provide a reasonable substitute for
many haptic sensations like: pressure, impact, force, texture and pain.
Furthermore, the results demonstrate the versatility and the potential of
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electrotactile feedback at enhancing the HCI of certain applications. In
particular, electrotactile feedback can be used to enhance the feeling of being
immersed in a virtual environment, give the operator of a remotely controlled
robot better control and awareness of the robot’s environment, provide
substitute tactile sensing from a prosthetic hand and facilitate the learning of
certain hand skills like touch typing. This suggests that with further work these
applications and others could become commercially available and in common
use in the not so distant future.

8.2 Future Work
The experimental results documented in this thesis suggest that electrotactile
feedback has potential for improving and/or enhancing the interactivity of
various applications. Furthermore, some of the innovations that went into the
applications proved effective and with further work may lead to the
development of commercial products.

For example, a major problem with existing touch typing tutor applications is
that they only monitor typing speed and accuracy and have no means of
determining if the user is pressing the keys with the appropriate fingers. The
touch typing tutor system developed to undertake the experiments described in
Chapter 7, is understood to be the first typing tutor system equipped with
finger tracking. This allows the typing tutor application to check that the user is
pressing the correct keys with the correct fingers. Furthermore, the haptic
feedback, delivered to the fingers via the electrotactile feedback system, proved
effective at reducing the time required to learn the correct finger-key
associations. However, before a finger tracking typing tutor application with
electrotactile feedback could become commercially available, further work is
needed to determine its suitability and effectiveness at helping school children
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to learn touch typing. Developing a similar finger tracking electrotactile
feedback system for learning keyboard musical instruments may also prove
beneficial.
Virtual Reality is becoming increasingly popular within the computer game
community. The existing haptic feedback devices being produced for VR
games are bulky and not very effective at making the user feel immersed in the
VR environment. The experiments described in Chapter 4 demonstrate that
electrotactile feedback has potential for improving VR game interaction and
the sense of being immersed within the VR environment at a low cost and in a
compact form. However, before VR electrotactile feedback systems can be
commercialized, improvements need to me made to the electrode interface to
make it easier for the user to fit the electrodes to the skin. This could be in the
form of wearable porous (self-moisturizing) conductive fabrics or polymer
garments with built in electronics that can be easily fitted to the hands, arms,
abdomen, etc. This would make become haptically interfaced to the VR game,
as simple as slipping on an electrotactile vest, sleeve, helmet, etc. and turning it
on. Such wearable electrotactile feedback garments may also prove more
effective for achieving immersion and embodiment with respect to the teleoperated robot experiments described in Chapter 3.
Chapters 5 and 6 describe electrotactile feedback experiments done for
achieving substitute tactile perception of textures from an artificial finger, and
better control of an anthropomorphic (prosthetic) hand, respectively. These
experiments demonstrate that electrotactile feedback has potential for
improving the usefulness of prosthetic hands. Further work is needed to test,
evaluate and adapt the electrotactile feedback system to meet the requirements
of real amputees with prosthetic hands. Work can then be done to combine the
substitute tactile perception system with the prosthetic hand force feedback
system and incorporate them into the one prosthetic hand.
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